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REW
is a strong image and an apt metaphor for the twostranded helix that forms “modern” man’s conception of time. We would propose the following thought
experiment to illustrate this. You are driving across,
let us say, Nebraska. The road unrolls beneath you
as it has done for some hours now.
Your conscious mind inevitably splits
itself between the task at hand and
the background noise of awareness
that incessantly delivers images
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and associations between immediate happenstance
and what is past. Only a small fraction of mind is in
play right now to keep your wheels between the
painted stripes on the road, and so the rest is turned
to a decoction of self-arising mental koans that take
over as “highway hypnosis,” that sensation that not
car is moving, but earth is moving, takes hold, the
continent slipping away beneath your smoothly spinning rubber. The place is life-sized in your immediate vicinity, but you have episodes that screw with
your perspective.
A screwed-up perspective can be
informative, if nothing else. If,
at times, the real seems to
recede into a tunnel of reflecting mirrors, it at least
gives you an idea of where you
happen to be standing; how far from the end: an
infinite distance held at permanent arm’s-length
even as you approach. And slipping along at seventy miles per hour, in Nebraska, you might as well
be standing still.
We will carry this image even further: the Nebraska of gainful employment creates its own
overarching importance with its demands on your
truest resource of time. Work is self-sustaining, a
perpetuum mobile relying in large measure on energy received from bouncing against the other human particles who are your co-workers. It is
difficult at best to break out of the energetic bonds
that hold you in busy place. Paying your bills with
this nominal slavery, you might as well be sealed in
a pickle jar, its dome-top reassuringly sucked in,
your perspective distorted from seeing everything
through the warm brine and rippled glass.
Your blinkers deliver to you solely the image of the
single decomposing cucumber seed that floats before you.
Where do the hours go, the weeks, the decades?
To what essential use are they put? What suffering
is overlooked in support of the minutes spent to
accumulate them? Will the ocean ever run out of
waves as the sky does stars the further back in time
our wise astonomers peer?
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Round and Round
OKAY, CYCLES from one perspective, stacked up, entirely overlapping; a collapsed coil—the mysterious helix. From the side, though, it
stretches from beyond one edge of
our peripheral vision to long beyond the other lineally. This is to present an instructive diagram to
trap for the appearance structure of a periodical publication; we have not fewer than four dimensions. A
stack of two-dimensional pages in a binding yields
three; a series of such stacks makes four. The periodicity, expressed in Hz, was 1.897⫻10–8 (or bimonthly).
It used to be that, due to our efforts, a little magazine called PhotoStatic used to come out every other
month, much like the hypnotist’s swinging pocket
watch (with minor variations). For gearwork and
escapement, our idiosyncratic tastes and current
passions served. PhotoStatic started out to be, in
essence, something for us to do with our spare time
that felt like time not “wasted.” (We now enjoy a
newer perspective on what it means to “make use
of” and to “waste” time.)
After about five years of collecting, selecting and
publishing work, and the letter-writing and art-directing that goes along with it, we (speaking edito-

Psrf (The PhotoStatic Retrofuturist ) is an
irregular magazine originating in Iowa
City, and edited by Lloyd Dunn, who enjoys the foible of speaking in the editorial
“we.” Anything that crosses our desk and
piques our interest is potential content for
this publication. Submissions of any material by anyone are welcome and encour-
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rially) had come to assemble with a pseudo-community of persons whose thinking was sufficiently
resonant and expansive that the project came to be
something much more than a little art magazine.
The activity had profound transformative potential
with regard to its ability to connect individuals
across any namable geography and, in so doing,
change them in profound ways. We eventually realized that “doing a magazine” was no longer the best
reason for doing a magazine. We simply did it because it gave texture, relief, color and articulation
to our life. It was transformative and satisfying, and
overarching: it is fair to say that it had repercussions into all spheres of our thinking and perception. Not the least important of which was the manner in which it gave us perspective on the world
and how a cultural activity can tangibly affect this
perspective in an immediate proximate manner: undeniably but usefully distorted.
PhotoStatic became more than just an elaborate
reason to get out of bed in the morning, and some
of the richness it gave to our life we attempted to
reflect back into it by making unpredictably complex structures of pseudo-organization. Retrofuturism began as a sub-zine in PhotoStatic, a narrow
strip along the bottom of every page devoted to
this other publication. Its “concerns” were different, you see, calling for different imperatives of presentation. Eventually, PhotoStatic was laid to rest

aged. We simply build the next issue out
of the best of what’s sent to us. Atoms
(i.e., physical submissions on paper, for
example) will not be returned unless accompanied by a self-addressed, sufficiently stamped return mailer. Bits are
welcomed via the Internet in the form of
email attachment or any other method of
electronic transmission, as available.
Any unsolicited mail received here
immediately becomes grist for the editorial mill unless you, the sender, explicitly
state that it is not to be reproduced. For
example, if you send us a letter, it may

wind up in our letters section, unless you
tell us you don’t want us to publish it. We
will make every effort to honor any reasonable, explicitly stated wish.
Single copies are $5 postage paid. A
subscription to the next 4 issues is $15
postage paid, delivered by first class. The
above prices pertain to US addresses
only. Overseas rates are $7/$20 respectively. Any major foreign currency is accepted if you send cash.
We can be reached electronically at
psrf@detritus.net and on the web at
http://psrf.detritus.net/.
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and Retrofuturism took
over. This reflected, we hope, a
willingness to jettison editorial personæ
that had outlived their usefulness, as well as an aptitude for change, the only constant in the universe. Of the combined titles, there were 47 in number.
This desire to veer off in unpredictable
directions went as far as an eventual suspension of both titles in 1991 when the context of our life, interests and the milieu of which
they were a part demanded it, even though the
project had reached some sort of apex in terms of
the number of people participating in it and supporting it monetarily through subscriptions.
Which brings us to why this, the first
issue of the title The Photostatic
Retrofuturist, is issue number 48.
There were 41 issues of
PhotoStatic, and six standalone issues of Retrofuturism, which makes
47 issues, all of
which the current
title can hold up
as its ancestral claim.

The Photostatic Retrofuturist will
be called, herein
and on the outside,
Psrf. It’s easier this
way. We have also adopted
continuous pagination from
the beginning, which is why this
issue begins with the page numbered 2173.

The New Digs
WE COME to tell you that xerox
art—for the purposes of my previous projects—is dead and good as
gone. We’re reasonably certain
that you’re not surprised (assuming you were aware such a thing existed in the first place).
When we started publishing
PhotoStatic in 1983, the Internet
existed, but almost nobody
had heard of it. The do-ityourself modus was all
the rage. We were
fresh from punk
and in the
middle of industrial

!
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Date:
From:
To:
Subject:
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Tuesday, April 1, 1997, 22:20:06
NOT BORED! <rose@thorn.net>
Lloyd Dunn <ll@detritus.net>
Nike

TODAY, I took the day off (I know April Fools’ Day
is Amateur’s Day as far as pranks are concerned,
but I couldn’t resist) and—among other things—
stood right in front of Niketown (on East 57th
in Manhattan) during lunch hour and gave out almost 150 copies of a poster that shows a photo of
one of the dead Nike-clad Cultists, and bears the
phrases “Just Do It” and “Nike: We Take You to
the Next Level.” It was perfect. For one hour, the
“playing field” was even. No less than three Nike
security guards came out and asked if they could
have copies of the poster! They were, no doubt, getting copies to forward up the corporate ladder.
(I expect that a couple of them were faxed to Nike
headquarters, wherever that might be.) But not a
single one of these security goons made a move or
said a word about removing me from the sidewalk:
“It’s public property,” one of them patiently ex-

plained to me. They had clearly been told to keep
an eye on me, but to leave me alone. Someone
in that store obviously knew what a total public relations disaster it would be if I were arrested and/
or if I made a stink about the First Amendment/
Free Speech issues on the evening news, etc.
Can you imagine what’s been going on at
Nike HQ since this whole story broke? I guess I
did them a favor today by helping to indicate just
what kind of response “people on the street” are
having. Amazingly, one citizen I talked to (he liked
the poster and spoke to me for about five minutes)
actually thought that I was a Nike employee! That
just shows me how used to recuperation the average
consumer really is.
Best wishes on this most excellent of days,
Bill Brown, P.O. Box 1115,
Stuyvesant Stn., New York NY 10009
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Graphic by Ian Haig (i.haig@rmit.edu.au), P.O. Box 1049, Collingwood VIC 3066, Australia

music, high on the cusp of the “independent” scene
in music, film, and cultural work generally. We were
comfortable having machines in our lives, and we
were comfortable doing our work on them. It’s easy
to forget that that wasn’t so long ago. We’ve known
the rules of perspective since the renaissance; nonetheless, it’s still all too easy to lose one’s sense of
them.
PhotoStatic existed (at first, anyway) as a selfproclaimed flagship for electrostatic art (a more
generic term than “xerox art”). If you’d scratched
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the surface, you’d have found that xerox was simply the means to a more general end. We waved it
like a banner; it was the bunting on our podium from
which we proclaimed a new graphic world order in
which independent production using means of cheap
reproduction would play a key role. Xerox. Cassette.
VHS. Even fax. These were the planks in our platform.
Oh, sure, there were all the usual “U.S. out of
Nicaragua,” “Silence=Death,” “An End to the Oppression of [insert favorite oppressed group here]” and
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all that predictable stuff. Many of us urgently
wanted to deal with social problems in our work; to
say something “real.” More often than not, this
amounted to saying things loudly that no one in their
right public mind would dare contradict. The singling out of “political” issues to claim that a group
was being oppressed was often counterproductive,
divisive, and failed to recognize that we are all oppressed. It’s just plain existential.
This situation persists to a degree. We still do
not have enough time to talk and say everything
about how we feel about the world. One thing has
changed: the xerox machine, the audio cassette, and
more slowly, even video have been replaced by a
new constellation of devices arrayed around the personal computer. Photoshop has replaced the
gluestick and the exacto knife as the preferred tool.
We’re still here doing what we do; but now we do it
more quickly, easily, efficiently, and with a greater
articulation and refinement of form than was possible before. We appreciate this, but we mistrust it
as well. The “gee-whiz” esthetic is alive and well,
and we must keep our bullshit detectors on high.
An afternoon spent looking at websites makes one
sympathetic to the idea that self-discipline is not
such a bad thing after all. Art benefits, probably,
from certain limits imposed on it by its tools. These
limits lay bare possibilities and help to impose structure on the work. We humans are probably only as
resourceful as we need to be.

PSRF

audience that we want to connect with. We increase
our chances of connecting with an engaged interested audience by having access to a certain scale
of opportunities for attracting viewers and readers.
Like the printed manifestation of this title, we
solicit and encourage submissions of texts and
graphics produced with these pages (both print
and electronic) in mind. If you have done a work, or
have an idea for a work that you think is appropriate for these pages, send it in to us. Or if you have a
raw concept or even a proposal, make it known
to us. We’d be happy to be involved in the technical details of production and transmission, if
you wish.
We intend to approach the web as any other medium: one that has limitations as well as possibilities. We will make all of our content, whenever possible, available on our website, although its form
may be altered to take advantage of those circumstances. As our schedules permit, we will be bringing all of our back issues online as well, completely
negating any obligation our audience has had in the
past to pay for this content. (We will, however, continue to accept donations to cover incidental costs.
Please consider it to encourage our continuance.)
Here is the website address: http://psrf.detritus.net/.
Here is our e-mailing address. It works, too:
psrf@detritus.net .

On the Millennium
The Website
ONE OF THE conundra to be dealt
with in this incarnation of our
publicated output is the website. We
reject any reluctance to take part in
the web because it seems too common or commercial or hip. Right now it presents
itself as a vivid and enticing opportunity to make
cultural works available freely and simply to growing numbers of people. We would clarify this position by stating that it is not simply large audiences
that we want to connect with, rather it is the right

SORRY YOU missed it, but the millennium change-over that chambersof-commerce the world-over have
been gearing up for — has (by my
reckoning) already come and gone.
Last April 5, while Paris, France, was busy installing a huge display chronometer on the Eiffel Tower
to count down the last 1000 days of the 2nd Millennium, they engaged in an action that plainly ignored
the facts. By most scholarly reckoning, and taking
into account errors made in the counting of years
during the middle ages, the very Christ from whose
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birth our calendric numeration purportedly derives,
was in fact born B.C. — i.e., before Christ. Scholars
have put the date between 8 and 4 B.C. and apparently cannot be precise. That would make the Year
1, at the very least, the Year 5 and the Year 1996
the Year 2000. Oops, cosmically.
All of this assumes that you even place any importance at all on what amounts to an arbitrary
alignment of numerals on some great, imaginary
odometer in the sky. (We would admit that during
our journey through Nebraska, we get an undeniable frisson from seeing the numbers roll up into
alignment and turn over together in the simplest of
mechanical dances. It is a commonplace that we
are attracted to patterns. In patterns, repetition has
the starring role, etc.)
Even if you, as do most, accept to partake of what
promises to be the biggest party in history that begins 31 December 1999, you will be celebrating the
wrong day! The Year 2000 is the last year of the
Second millennium, not the first year of the third.
New Millennium’s Day is not, therefore, until 1 January 2001, so you could wait to celebrate (or whatever) until then, but it will likely lack the uniqueness that those who would celebrate such a thing
at all would wish would be accorded to it.

On the Calendar
HOW CAN ANYTHING of such apparent easy precision get so
muddled? Perhaps we should arrange a boycott of such a faulty product… Hmm, looks like someone1 —
predictably — has. “We will boycott New Year’s 2000
because … [the Christian calendar] … has been forced
[upon the world] as part of the West’s economic-cultural imperialism,” reads a tract we received. Almost
redeeming this silly proposal is a collection of amusing hints for “…physically avoiding midnight, December 31, 1999/January 1, 2000…” which involves travelling to the nearest time zone line before the event
1. Michael Carter, 691 Ninth Ave. #1, New York NY 10036
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and then crossing the line at 11:30, resetting your
watch to reflect this change, and then hopping back
across an hour later, resetting your watch again. If
nothing else, this would be an amusing exercise.
Perhaps more interestingly, the London
Psychogeographical Association’s Newsletter no. 18 2
blares the following headline: SAY NO TO THE MILLENNIUM. The LPA, whose masthead proudly proclaims, “Thirty-Five Years of Non-Existence 1957–
1992,” proposes replacing the Gregorian calendar
with a “Modern Khemetic Calendar” based upon
those in use in ancient Egypt on a 1460-year cycle
(see opposite). This calendar was ultimately “suppressed” by Julius Cæsar’s eponymous Julian calendar with its “hideous” leap years. We see no basis for calling leap years “hideous”; in fact they are
neutral in quality. On the other hand it could be convincingly argued that they add an interesting irregularity to the otherwise monotonous precession of
days to which we would otherwise be subjected.
Since it can be persuasively argued that the
bissextile, or “Leap Year Day,” as it is commonly
called, is not a “real” day of the year, certain ludic
possibilities open up. Everyone should treat it like
a holiday. Call in sick if you work and do whatever
you feel like! Lord knows, you’ve probably earned
it. It only comes once in four years, for cripe’s sake!
Nonetheless, the LPA’s case makes an interesting
and intelligently argued read, as does the rest of
their Newsletter, as well.

Amedia: Some Thoughts
IN A WORLD of media abundancy,
in which The Media overarch even
the most ancient and buttressed cultural boundaries, spanning huge geographies with apparent effortlessness, and in which The Media undertake a neverending dialog with, for, and about itself which, we
2. To receive the last two LPA Newsletters, send $5 cash to:
LPA (ELS), Box 15, 138 Kingsland High Street, London
E8 2NS, UK
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MEASURING TIME
THE COMING
of the millennium and its
salient arbitrariness must
necessarily cause a consideration
of how we measure time. The Gregorian
calendar has its inconsistencies, but in
fact, it works as well as any other calendar
for keeping track of days. It’s in its cultural
baggage where most who find fault find it.
The usual gripe brought against it is that our
Gregorian calendar is a “Christian” one,
imposed on the rest of the world. This
assessment, however, misses the
point that it is a received calendar
that has been in continuous use
for some 2050 years, since the
time of the Romans, its institutors. Pope Gregory XIII, after
whom it was named, merely authorized a minor tweak to a calendar that was then already
sixteen centuries in age. He decreed that years ending in 00 that
were not also evenly divisible by
400 would be common, rather than
leap, years. In doing this, the calendar
was shortened by three days every 400
years to correct an error in the length of the year
as calculated by the Romans. The calendar that
we use today is therefore hardly different from
the one that Julius Cæsar put into effect c.
45 BCE. Charged by Cæsar with the task
of devising a workable calendar, Sosigenes, a Greek living in Egypt,
no doubt consulted Greek and
Egyptian models of
marking time.

So it has a human
heritage that predates
most of the religions and cultures currently practiced, Christianity included. In this sense, it is
imposed upon us “westerners” as much
as it is imposed upon anyone else.
Nonetheless, there is a certain appeal to the
idea of calendar reform or replacement. It must
be noted, however, that anyone who appeals to
practicality in proposing a change of this
magnitude must be viewed with suspicion. The calendar we use works
so well that it’s simply not worth
the upheavals involved to make
any but a subtle adjustment to it.
Any attempt to impose a new
calendar on the world is an extreme solution to a problem which,
for most people, doesn’t exist.
Nonetheless, we will further entertain this idea.
The Modern Khemetic Calendar
(MKE) proposed by the London
Psychogeographical Association is
charming in that it works on a cycle
of 1460 years. Its creators are (and were)
aware that its 365 days assigned to each and every
year make it too short by .2422 of a day to
precisely mark the actual year representing the
earth’s annual course around the sun. Its
solution is simply to allow the error to
play itself out over a 1460-year long
cycle. Its elegance lies in its blindness to the nitpicking issues
that Gregory saw fit to
adjust. But even

Memory wheel reproduced from the 1617 edition of Ars Brevis,
by Ramon Lull, 13th-c. Majorcan troubador, upon which the
Modern Khemetic Calendar is based
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EMIT GNIRUSAEM
the LPA admits case of UC, howthat its finer points re- ever, the number 12 is
main to be worked out. retained to divide the year into
A proposal for a Universal months as a simple matter of
Calendar (UC), essentially another mathematical convenience, since 12 is
update of the Julian, also has its appeal. evenly divisible by 2, 3, 4, and 6. To be
In it, there are four months of the year having culturally agnostic, we have changed the
31 days, with the rest having 30, giving a total names of the months to the numbers 1 through
of 364 days. At the end of the year a “Year’s End 12, which is commonly used in any event.
Day,” which is part of no week, is placed. This
The Julian Period is an interesting example of
seems odd, but it means that the year will begin on a method of measuring long periods of time in a
the same day of the week every year. The bissextile, season- and period-agnostic manner. It’s not a calendar
or leap year day, is placed every four years at the end at all. It simply gives each day a number. Day number
of the 6th month, in the
1 began at noon, 1
M O N T H S
M O N T H S
M O N T H S
middle of the year, and
January 4713 BCE. This
1, 4, 7, 10
2, 5, 8, 11
3, 6, 9, 12
again, is part of no week.
date was chosen by Joseph
S M T W T F S
S M T W T F S
S M T W T F S
This calendar can be
Scaliger in 1582, who
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 • • • 1 2 3 4 • • • • • 1 2
printed on a single index
devised this system to
8 9 10 11 12 13 14 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
card which is of permanent
measure dates on an asuse because it would be 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 tronomical scale with
the same every year. 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 precision and no ambiThis discussion only 29 30 31 • • • • 26 27 28 29 30 • • 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 guity. (He named it after
begs the further question,
his father Julius, not in
YEAR’S END DAY: AFTER 12/30 BISSEXTILE DAY: EVERY FOUR YEARS, AFTER 6/30
however, of why we have
reference to the Julian
need of weeks in sevens, months in 30s or 31s, or even Calendar of Cæsar.) This date represents the most
years in 365.2422s? “Modern” man sees the moon recent time in history when three major chronological
as little more than a celestial trinket, not something cycles coincide: 1) the 28-year solar cycle, after
to measure time by. The rising and setting of the which dates in the Julian Calendar return to the
sun still marks the days clearly, but civilization same days of the week; 2) the 19-year lunar cycseems to be heading toward a 24/7 on-all-the- le, where phases of the moon do the same and
time culture where we shop at any hour, 3) the 15-year indiction cycle, used in ancient
watch TV at any hour, and expect 24- Rome for taxation purposes. This Julian
hour banking, just for starters. Also, period repeats itself every 7980 years.
a truly worldwide calendar would Noon of 31 December 1997 will
ignore seasons, for not all mark the beginning of JD
inhabited climes have (Julian Day) numb er
them. In the 2 , 4 5 0 , 8 1 4 .

Universal Calendar as described above, and adapted from
the book Le Calendrier by Paul Couderc,1946,
Presses Universitaires de France
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can only conclude, is more for its benefit than for radical content did not require radical form; instead,
its purported audience of percipients (who are en- wrapped in conventional form, a radical idea might
couraged to remain as passive as possible)—but all get through and to awareness by appearing to be
this is old hat. It should be a given and, for the pur- undangerous and possibly even emanating from
poses of this discussion, is.
“normal” or “mainstream” channels. It was a good
What we are interested in is a way to overarch move, but it did not go nearly far enough.
If not detournement, then what? Rather than try
media and—not simply to remove its controlling
aspects in our lives—but rather to deform its pur- to lay out a consolidated plan of action around a
ported power to the task of making lived life more core ideological position, we propose something purinteresting and philosophically satisfying. Some of posely more vague. This vagueness will, hopefully,
us sit motionless before devices that flicker and vibe have the virtue of inspiring a closure of the gaps of
us into a form of hypnosis. We believe we are being intuition and resourcefulness, without locking into
entertained (held in place during the gaps between an embalming set of (in the end) arbitrary pre-drawn
the really interesting events in our lives). Media- conclusions. We call our rough sketch of a concept
tion is the source of a type of cognitive betrayal that amedia. “No middlemen” is our pretext and motto.
we wish to counteract. It is the middleman in this (We must have anti-mottoes, too, but we will leave
complex of transactions that we cannot trust, for that for later.)
she is in it for his own benefit and, too often, enAmedia allows us to categorically use (enjoy, contirely disinterested in the ramified effects of her tire- sume, pillage, comment upon, ignore) media withless activity.
out succumbing to its controlling aspects (or at
Detournement is the tired progeny of the 60s at- least, limiting its control over us). This requires a
titude that we can have our way with media and certain amount of intellectual distance. We can althus seduce it to spread our infectious messages. low ourselves to become absorbed in an episode of
This ploy smoldered briefly but never caught fire, Seinfeld, for example, but each time product placealthough the works it created did
much to inspire our current world
view. Its model is important because it does not assume that
simple prophylaxis is the key; i.e.,
intellectually “inoculating” ourselves through awareness of processes and purposes (this is
merely a tentative first step
which, again, should be a given).
Detournement goes further by
adopting a trojan horse strategy
wherein cultural workers disguise
their messages just long enough
to get through the gates of perceptual filtering calcified through
years of use and into the very
vault of the ideosphere of the percipient. Detournement’s great
Graphic by Stephen Perkins (sperkins@blue.weeg.uiowa.edu),
1816 E College St, Iowa City IA 52245
contribution was that it saw that
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ment occurs (which includes Seinfeld itself), we are
keenly aware of it. We would never make the claim
that it therefore has no effect on us, but awareness
is a stronger position relative to this phenomenon
than is unconsciousness. This, by itself, is not
amedia.
We recombine mediac elements into new constructs that did not exist before we made them.
Through these efforts, we construct our own identities as amediacs, and we open a door to a potential community of amediacs. We declare a kind of
independence through these acts. If we can have
an imaginary universe such as “cyberspace,” then
we certainly can have a mental construct such as
amedia, as well. We recognize, at the same time,
that the independence we declare is an illusion. We
consider this case to be a liberating illusion. This,
by itself, is not amedia.
We use media as disrespectfully as it attempts
to use us. We love the frisson of we get from recognizing a well-placed amediac gesture. We are both
producers and percipients of our own works; we do
not own them; we stand outside of them. We give
them to the world. They are the opposite of personal statements; they are made with the community of amediacs in mind. This, by itself, is not
amedia.
We throttle the middleman and all his works. We
damn the Bible and everything that basks in its
overarching self-importance. We challenge and accept the rules of logic. Logic helps us build a hideous world, then it helps us tear it down. Selfreferentiality is the enemy. Recursion is the enemy.
Belief is the enemy. Language such as this is the
enemy. Nothing is mediated if we see it for what it
is. We must make something new out of everything.
These, by themselves, are not amedia.
We go out on a limb saying these things, and
hope to accept any challenge that comes of it. We
will not lose ourselves in these iambic cadences.
This, in itself, is not amedia.
We drift through a mediac world of some collective making, ours to a greater or lesser degree, via
our honed and balanced interpretive faculties. We
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live and love not without referring with nearly every breath to this world of our own making, which
lives within a larger world (which we find endlessly
fascinating) that is sometimes hostile towards us,
but can do nothing but provide us with intellectual
nutriment that can be put to use in our endeavors.
A mediated experience, as a rule, considers its
audience carefully, and then cultivates it as raw material. The audience is the overbalanced part of the
equation. This can be an efficient and fairly precise
endeavor. The amediac could, in theory, aspire to
this efficiency, but why would he? She treasures
the fleeting happenstance of a collision of disrelated
elements in free flux from their resident matrix. That
is to say (to be more clear about it) things are culled
rather than cultivated. The amediac simply creates
an experience that may use the media, but never
comes from it. But why?
Why not? is the answer that comes the closest.
He seeks to make life blossom with all manner of
rich, interesting experience. Possibilities are never
boundless; each one enters the room hand-in-hand
with a limitation. Freedom comes paradoxically from
accepting, even enjoying this.
For some, this takes the form of deeply knowing
your tools. For others, it is understanding a desired
audience so that they can be reached effectively.
They must offer their audience forms they will be
receptive to, and at the same time fiercely resist
compromising what they want to do.
Still others find a rejection of social roles and
concepts such as “art” and “creativity,” to be the
answer. We need walls to hang our pictures on. We
just want to built these walls for ourselves.
Life is the real artwork that we should aspire
to—we have accepted this for ten years—and pulling life down to the level of art denigrates life itself. Positioning ourselves between these two barriers (art and non-art; life and death) yields the nutritious tension that we need to live beyond just surviving. We seem to need day jobs, to our never-ending consternation, so the task becomes using
that, too. By all means, steal the paper clips, but do
so in amedia.
•
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The First Congress of the

NEW LETTRIST INTERNATIONAL
R E P R I NT E D

FROM

R E :A CT I O N

NO. 5

RATHER THAN travelling
directly to St. Andrews for the
Founding Congress of the
New Lettrist International, I
took a train to Dundee where
I spent a pleasant evening
drinking pints of heavy in the
Star And Garter on Union
Street with Marshall Anderson, curator of the Pete
Horobin Data Archive. When
the pub closed we retired to
the Data Attic, where drams
of McClelland’s Islay Single
Malt kept the conversation
flowing. I didn’t make it to my
bed; at some point in the wee
hours I fell asleep in front of
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the blazing fire. To be honest, I don’t remember much
of the evening, although Marshall must have mentioned early on that McClelland’s only costs £12 for
a full bottle because that fact lodged in my brain.
The following quote from the McClelland’s label will
provide something of the flavour of the night:
The island of Islay is a very special place. It lies looking out westwards across the vastness of the Atlantic, washed by the balmy waters of the Gulf Stream,
and by warm, gentle rains. Islay’s landscape of lush,
gold and green hue expresses the unique nature of
the place: a rich, full character which finds its echo
in the rich, smokey, peaty flavours of Islay Single
Malt Scotch Whisky.

In the morning, Marshall escorted me to the bus
station. Despite the fact that he was advertised as
speaking at the congress, Marshall took a cross
country coach to Ullapool. As he departed, he declared that he much preferred the solitude of the
Scottish highlands to the hustle and bustle of formal occasions. I got on a local bus that was delayed for nearly an hour at a roundabout just outside Tayport. A cattle truck carrying pigs had
crashed, killing several animals. The rest were
herded into a pen by the roadside. I was sitting at
the front of the upper deck and thus had a good
view of the Fife Constabulary making a pig’s ear of
the rescue operation. As time passed, more and
more passengers came up from the lower deck to
get a better view of what was going on. The cops
could have easily kept the traffic flowing but instead simply let it jam up. The jokes about pigs and
bacon were pretty lame but a sense of community
soon sprang up among those on the bus, all of whom
shared a hearty dislike of the cops.
I was a couple of hours late arriving at the
Crawford Art Centre, the conference venue. Luther
Blissett from Bologna had hired a pair of paranoid
schizophrenics named Prigent and O’Hara to stage
an anti-Lettrist demonstration. Blissett’s intention
had been to create a scandal and thus generate press
interest. As I made my way towards the conference
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hall, this sad pair were being pelted with buns by a
score of those who’d come out for some fresh air
during a break in congress proceedings. Prigent,
who’d drunk the better part of a bottle of meths in a
bid to improve his dialectics, or at least this was
the line with which the pro-situ justified his consumption of the spirit, was scrambling around picking up buns and eating them. Meanwhile, O’Hara
was alternating his accusations that those tormenting him were paid agents of the secret state, with
the claim that they held fascist political sympathies.
Alter howling that Ken Dodd was a Nazi collaborator, O’Hara denounced Luther Blissett as a state
asset. Some wag pointed out that since O’Hara had
been hired to stage the anti-Lettrist demonstration
by Blissett, this meant the crazed conspiracy theorist was also in the pay of the secret state. Confronted with the iron
logic of this argument,
O’Hara began rolling
around on the ground
while emitting hamster-like noises, something he kept up until
he was canned off in an
ambulance.
Once inside, I discovered I hadn’t missed
much. Harry Kipper had failed to show and so a
textual submission he’d sent along as a substitute
had been read out in Esperanto. The reading was
supplemented by hand-outs of the text in English.
The talk entitled “The Druid Roots of Lettrism” was
pretty much what you’d expect from Kipper:

Blissett’s intention
had been to
create a scandal
and thus generate
press interest

When John Toland, the founder of modern Druidry,
was criticised for contradicting himself by claiming
at various times that the ‘original’ Druids were engaged in human sacrifice, or were no more than peace
loving sages and were patriarchs, he shot back: ‘Yes,
yes, ha, ha!’ This reply is remarkably similar to that
given by Marcel Janco when he was asked about his
art: ‘Da-da!’ Toland’s view of the world was both pantheistic and materialistic. It was Catholic, Protestant,
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Lettrist demonstration at St. Andrews Harbour

Latitudinarian, Socinian and Deist. Towards the end
of his life, Toland was influenced by the doctrines of
Giordano Bruno and Renaissance alchemy. He
summed up his philosophy with the phrases
‘everything is matter’ and ‘everything is movement.’
Toland considered reason to be the First Law, viewing it as a ray of light from which the revolution
would flow.

After Kipper’s somewhat scrambled pedantry,
Florian Cramer’s paper on rhetoric came as a breath
of fresh air. Unfortunately, Cramer’s views are too
complex to summarise here. Cramer had originally
been scheduled to speak on the second day of the
congress but filled in as a replacement for Richard
Essex, who’d been detained in Manningtree by three
twenty-something scooter girls, who were busily
massaging his ego. By the time a lunch break was
announced, it was clear the entire structure of the
conference had been lost despite the months of planning that had gone into it. The afternoon was taken
up with video screenings because none of those
participating in the announced panel talk on cut
spelling returned from the pub. The videos were
supplied by a radical film collective based in Rome
and the content was impenetrable to anyone whose
Italian was anything less than completely fluent.

This meant that 90% of those
present were unable to follow the
proceedings. By the end of the
session, buns were being hurled
at the video projection screen.
No one seemed to know what
had been arranged for Saturday
evening, so most of us ended up
getting plastered in a local bar.
Sunday morning began with John
Zerzan arguing somewhat ironically that the development of language marked the beginning of
human alienation. He concluded
by observing that Lettrism was
something to be smashed rather
than encouraged. Zerzan was followed by Blaster “Al” Ackerman who illustrated a
series of citations from the writing of Henry Flynt
with various jokes. While Flynt’s idealism floated
over the heads of everyone present, the jokes divided the audience into supportive and hostile
camps. Sample joke: ‘Why did the feminist cross the
road? To give me a blow job.’ While Ackerman’s
humour may have been distasteful, it did have the
merit of creating heated discussion.
After lunch, Stewart Home spent a great deal of
time detailing his various pranks against everything
from the literary establishment to the cops, without even so much as attempting to relate this to
Lettrism. He was followed by Luther Blissett who
was peddling a similar act. Several people made
comments about this pair getting too big for their
boots. Fortunately, they had the rug pulled from
under their feet by the final speaker Sadie Plant.
Waving a copy of a Guardian interview which came
complete with the claim that she was ‘possibly the
most interesting woman in Britain,’ Sadie revealed
that her cyber-feminist writings were never intended
as anything other than a hoax. ‘Donna Haraway is
a waste of space,’ Plant proclaimed, ‘it is time to
return once more to Rosa Luxembourg and devote
ourselves to a careful reading of her works!’ At this,
the hall exploded into a chorus of cheers. As Luther
2189
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Blissett and Stewart Home raced up to the stage to
congratulate Sadie on out-pranking them, they were
pelted with buns.
So what was achieved by all of this? Nothing very
much as far as I am concerned. Sadie’s prank was
well executed and her advice about rereading the
classics of left-communism is not without its merits, but this cannot be viewed as an advance on previous positions. The New Lettrist International may
have been rounded but in all other respects the congress was a farce. Having failed to attend, Richard

Essex circulated a call for interested parties to compose imaginary reports of the event. He has already
mailed out his fictionalised account of the rounding
of the New Lettrist International under the auspices
of the London Psychogeographical Association. In
my opinion, rather than creating originary myths
about the rounding of the NLI, we would be doing
the communist movement a far better service by
subjecting ourselves to forthright criticism. It was
for this reason that I composed my report.
The Unknown Neoist

Home will make his first move in the
political arena. The horrible plot that
has been maturing for five centuries
must be exposed before our few remaining Saxon liberties are trampled
underfoot.
Please make copies of this
text and do anything else you can
to circulate information about
the evil Home clan.
❈

Stewart Home:
Exposed at Last

STEWART RAMSAY HOME was
born in London on 24 March 1962.
His mother was unmarried, working
class, teenage and catholic. All that
mattered to the ferocious border clan
who adopted the boy was his date of
birth. On 24 March 1737, Andrew
Michael Ramsay is said to have delivered his speech Apology for the
Free and Accepted Masons to the
general assembly of the Grand Lodge.
Home’s middle name honours the
memory of this 18th-century Scot.
Those members of the Home family who held themselves aloof from
the intermarriage with the Douglas
clan, also refused to integrate with
the English aristocracy. Claiming ancestral links with the Templars and
the Rosicrucians, they considered the
British state crassly materialistic.
Instead, they’ve spent 500 years secretly advocating a political ideology
that’s best described as alchemical
absolutism. The family motto, True
To The End, alludes to the clan’s fanatical devotion to this creed.
Stewart Home was given a drab
state schooling, so that he could ac2190

quire the common touch. At weekends,
the boy was whisked on board a private
jet and flown from London Airport to
Castle Home in Berwickshire. Tucked
safely out of sight in the borders, Home
was instructed in the occult arts. These
had to be mastered before he could realise
the dream his adopted family has
brooded over for hundreds of years —
the accomplished fact of world domination by an occult theocracy drawn from
their clan! Home has completed his education. He secretly controls International
Masonry along with its Situationist and
Neoist offshoots. Very soon Stewart

Stewart Home, as Sabotage Editions,
is the author and publisher of the
books Conspiracies, Cover-ups & Diversions: A Collection of Lies, Hoaxes and
Hidden Truths (1995), Analecta (1996),
Disputations: On Art, Anarchy and
Assholism (1997), and the publisher
of Guy Debord is Really Dead (1995)
and Anarchist Integralism: Aesthetics,
Politics and the Après-Garde (1997) by
Luther Blissett. Blissett and Home are
the authors of Green Apocalypse (Unpopular Books, 1996) and Home alone
is the author of Neoism, Plagiarism &
Praxis (AK Press, 1995). He also edits and publishes Re:Action: Newsletter of the Neoist Alliance, currently at
issue no. 6. Write Home at: Neoist
Alliance, BM Senior, London WC1
3XX UK. Two of Home’s books are
reviewed in this issue (see p. 2229.)
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PUBLIC WORKS
MEANS REALITY FOR
THE GROUP «PUBLIC WORKS»
bears witness that a third generation is on the march, willing
to continue and secure the modern traditions that have grown up
in the course of this century; or,
as Public Works states it: “To put
earlier demands into hard and fast
terms and on a still wider social
plane.”
It was not the rule during
most of this tenth of the second
millennium for younger generations to mindfully carry on the
work of their forebears. To do so
is new; it means that we are in a
time of consolidation. The public, including those who govern it, is still lacking
the artistic, that is, the emotional training that
would only be appropriate for our time. Both are
plagued by the split that exists between advanced
ways of thinking and an understanding of culture
that has not caught up with them. The keystone of
this period will be the search for a special kind of
continuity. “Every day something new” is the heavy
inheritance of this century’s disastrous urge. It persists in many ways. Continuity does not mean standstill or reaction; it rather implies racination and
growth, and the discovery of untapped sources of
sustenance. Every period changes, as does the body,
2192

from day to day. Classical, Jazz,
and Baroque were, in all their
phases, in constant productive
mutation, by which we mean development. But these changes
have to be rooted in other than
purely materialistic thinking.
They have to grow from other
sources: the medieval kingdom of
God, the absolutism of the 17th
century, a political position or
pose, or even an artistic credo.
“Every day something new” reveals
utter helplessness combined with
a fundamental lack of inner conviction, always eager to flatter
the most terrifying instincts of
the public. It means art for art’s sake, in the form of
change for the sake of high-pressure salesmanship.
It means we are all palpably short-changed and left
demoralized, whether we realize it or not.
Public taste today is formed mainly by advertising and its corollary blood-brother, the news. By
these it can be educated, which is to say, corrupted.
Responsible are the art directors in industry and
advertising firms and the buyers for the five-anddime stores, who act as screeds to level down the
artists’ works to their own limited wild guess of
the public’s current fit and fancy. All, it would seem,
is cut to a screwy guiding bias. We suppose they
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feed the assembly line in the speediest way, and as
a safeguard they judge the public taste lower than
it really is.
He who still believes that art has to be defined
as a mere luxury or something far away, remote from
real life, had better not touch the works of Public
Works, who, as do we all, regard resourcefulness
as indispensable to a philosophically rich life. Their
simple aim is to show just how the cosmic exclamation point of mid-century (which actually arrived
five years early in 1945) formed our present-day
conception of cultural work and our approach to
reality. Public Works shows how this development’s
form of expression differed in many ways from
constructivism and Dada, serving to bring into the
crosshairs the multi-imaged face of our time. They
show why modern cultural workers have had to reject a slavish obedience to the engineering of sonic
moodscapes, graphic wallpaper or publicity; and
why they hated and feared, yet ultimately respected,
the “trompe-la-perception” of the most up-to-date production techniques. These different movements have
a common denominator: a new spatio-temporal conception, which includes links as well as spaces and
flows. They are not outmoded when they become
silent. Each of them lives on in us.

Step by step, Public Works allows the liberation
of plastic form among all formats; and the creation
of a fractalized, kaleidoscopic cosmos of forms of
their own. The spatio-temporal conception binds together and interbraids fragments of meaning and
creates a context nutritious to mentation just as, in
another period, the uncovery of the rules of perspective did when they used a single stationary point to
aid naturalistic representation. We must note the
great care with which Public Works shows the contact of modern cultural work with the inherent
irreality of our age, and how work that, at first appearance, seems so distant from lived life, and yet
is yanked bit by bit from its very bloodstream.
These works seem to be addressed to the young
generation that must rebuild the post-Gorbachev,
post-silicon chip world. Public Works seeks to avoid
the previous generations’ pitfalls by not destroying
the social integument. Public Works seeks to fix
and rebuild, to be the socket set of this age. This
rebuilding will be realized only in years to come
through great effort. But this cultural work could
have an immediate influence if those who command
public taste in the many fields of present-day life
would take time on a quiet weekend to look and
listen closely and think it over.
N. Tykocinski

Working against this century’s disastrous urge
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Our Common Bond
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Loose grains
of muddy ore,
living in the
bosom of the hills,
become iron axes.
They have nothing in
themselves to indicate
axes. But while ore is
merely matter, the ax is
matter plus mind. It bears
the impress of intelligence .
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The ax implies both consciousness and purpose; it means
cutting. Invention is an art. It is the projection into
matter itself of the conscious will. It makes matter a
2196
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part
of the agency of
control, and also
a
a
part of intelligence.
intellig
There are two kinds
of immortality: the
immortality of monuthings
ments—of th
thought
to look at a
and
can achieve both
recall;
kinds. It embodies itself in
forms, like epics, cathedrals,
and even engines, where the
endurance depends upon the
nature of the stuff used, the
perfection of the workmanship and
the fortunes of time. But it also
embodies itself in use; that is, it can
continue to work, enter into
other thought and continue to
emit its energy even when
its original mold is
broken up.
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I NVENTION IS AN ART. It is the projection into matter
itself of the conscious will. It makes matter a part of the
agency of control, also an extension of intelligence, pulling
it into the fold of society. When we think of the immortality
of monuments, of things to look at and recall, the focus of
our thoughts dissipates and spirals back to the immortality
of use. It is tools and machines that are the true monuments
to this age, and best identify our inner cultural lives. A tool
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or a
machine is
the hardened
crust of an idea, a
wish, and beyond
this, often finds
usefulness in
areas not
conceived of by
its inventor. We tend
to center on the things
that surrender their
identity but continue to
live, things forgotten but
treasured and incorporated
in the vital forces of our
social integument. These
things float weightless
around a red-lined question
mark hanging in space. It is
the very murkiness of this line of
reasoning, the sense that it is both
knowable and yet never quite
there, that the answers
are hovering just beyond
the horizon, which gives
it its enduring appeal. Are
these inscrutable levers
and pushbuttons the gifts
of another dimension,
or do they live a natural
life among us, belonging
here just like us? After
all, the pattern is familiar
enough. If enough of us
ever really said
“jig’s up!” and
produced a
preserved
space
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alien
for our
delectation,
we would be
stunned for a day
or two, perturbed for
a week longer, and then
we would move on to the
girl who gave birth at the prom.
We spend much of our lives
before such devices; reading the latest
news, listening to speech and music,
interpreting notes, spotting cues in some
wording in an inscrutable message. But even
with all this expertise, it’s extremely difficult to
express in words the patterns by which we make
meaning. Just try to write a straightforward description of how you sign your name—you’ll find it nearly
impossible. In his day, Socrates objected to the
invention of an alphabet in a manner that was
something more than the proposition of a philosopher
in need of an argument. It was a protest against
mechanism. Speech and writing patterns, particular
shades of meaning and intonation pattern, are not
easily encoded, and this is their vital failing. As the
makers of monster movies know, the unseen is
always more compelling than the seen; this analogy
applies strongly to the coded and the hinted-at. We
therefore suppose that Socrates would have preferred
telling the time by a guess at the lengthening shadow
on the town square, rather than by the use of such
an instrument as a watch.
Let us now talk of the immortality of invention.
Of the different kinds of immortality, it is the monumental that has mainly drawn our attention, for it
is clearer, if not larger, in our consciousness. The
immortality of use embodied in tools, on the other
hand, obliterates its own outlines so that the things
used most are often least seen. Cast an eye over
such a common object as a spoon. Its shape, heft,
size and contour are the result of endless refinements
in the face of limitless possibilities of form. Spoons
are a monument to eating. The particular appeal of
their immortality’s elusiveness is captured in the
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canny words that appear at the end of a credit
sequence to a popular television drama: “The truth
is out there.” What we are talking about is a leap
of faith. So in keeping with our natural tendency
to visualize our thought even in the things of use,
as if to make up for this in distinctness, we encourage
the perpetuation of form, in institutions and traditions, and enshrine it in art.
Thought embodies itself in forms, like epics, cathedrals, engines, and even codes, where the endurance of the creation depends here upon the nature
of the stuff used, the perfection of the workmanship
and the fortunes of time, and upon the quality,
usefulness and clarity of its conception. The point
is made succinctly by the pins sold at the Enigma
UFO Museum in Roswell, New Mexico, that read,
simply, “Believe.” But forms also embody themselves
in use; that is, they can continue to work, enter into
other thought and continue to emit their energy
even when the original mold is broken up. If we
look at patterns with a mathematical eye, however,
things get much easier. This insight was inspired
by work carried out long before the digital era.
AY “HELLO.” Now say it again. And
again. Ask others to say it as well. You
have just generated several examples
of one pattern type. Let’s ignore the fact
that real people produced these patterns
and instead take a mathematical view. Imagine
that a model generates the sound sequence
“hello.” Let us be clear about such a series
of transitions, and focus for a moment
on the monumental side of human
language as poetry. Assume that
our creation captures all the
subtle variations in how the
word’s phonemes can be
spoken, not neglecting
their possibility for
metaphorical
meanings.
Poems
live in

S
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themselves and not simply as stimulations to
deeds or other thoughts. Form imposes
itself on thought and preserves it by means
of external beauty, even though it is
often only a successful distortion of
the thought with which it started, much
like this text.
To break it down even further, suppose our model consists of two types
of components: states and transitions.
In this way, it is easy to imagine that
steam and iron and fiber dance before us
into new combinations, like a dream from
the Arabian Nights. In our word-poem,
states exist for each of the word’s
phonemes—/h/, /e/, /l/, and /o/—and transitions
link the states together. The model works simply,
generating a small piece of the pattern—a sound
bite lasting about 10 milliseconds—from the current
state and making a certain transition to another
state. Yet the immortality of the invention is perhaps
surer still, for it enlists its destroyer as its ally. It
becomes part of change itself, and so gains some
control over it. To help understand this process, we
must learn to “visualize” the word-poem. This is
2202
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too complex for the scope of this text to undertake.
Trust only that is sets going the irrecoverable
march of events, which makes up what we call
time, and becomes an integral part of the everfleeting present. Some posit a government
conspiracy with limitless resources, and the
more fervent believers inoculate
themselves against any honest heresy:
all concrete evidence the government or
anyone else unearths to prove otherwise
is obviously engineered. It’s fundamentalism.
Probability theory is what makes this model
work. The appearance of skeptical articles in a
magazine like this one could be part of a disinformation campaign to distract letter-to-the-editorwriting from more fruitful pursuits. For all you know,
this author may be a member of an ultra-top-secret
National Security Council committee with a terribly
spooky acronym. But he isn’t.
Thought sliplessly grips materials without effort,
but hesitates at the narrow threshold of tackling
thought itself; so the concrete world lodges in the
memory while the abstractions slip by unnoticed.
Imagine that you write the word “hello” several
thousand times and cut out the letter h in each
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word. Now assume
that you put the cutout letters into a
bag, closed your
eyes, and removed
one piece of paper
at a time. You would
soon notice that certain forms of h appear more frequently than others. In a
similar manner, cathedrals stand before us out of the
Middle Ages that
created them, defying time in their
own right, by the
double strength of
poise and beauty in
stately columns and
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towering walls. These formal perpetuations of concretized thought in its own limitless expression are
the most appreciated, as they are the most oblivious.
They require no penetrating analysis to detect; they
are matter of pure observation. One need only pull
another h out of the bag.
The tongue of Dante, of Luther and of the King
James Bible, are monuments of such consecration.
We even carry this sacramentalism to its primitive
conclusion. Although we know better, a
strain of fetish worship runs through us
all. The bones of men receive our
reverence, as if in them resided—
or resides—the efficacy of their
thought and action. Placards are
posted where thinkers have lived
and died, as if their thought belonged
like some haunting spirit to walls
and garden walks.
But no one would work this hard to
hash out such an enthrallingly elaborate
belief system—the human imagination is depthless,
the anthropologists point out—if more profound
needs weren’t being met as well. At its core, the
monumental order is a secular way to give the
universe meaning, and humanity a renewed place
at the head of the table: not only are we not alone,
not only are the skies populated by superhuman
beings, but their visits here are prima facie evidence
that we are of some consuming interest. In Public
Works’ words, the Roswell myth, for example, is
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“an effort to put enchantment back in nature.”
Ufologists, they say, “are employing idioms of science
in what is really a romantic pursuit. We find that
fascinating, even inspiring in a way.”
Now all of this is legitimate enough so long as
much of our thought is sacramental and our feelings
stir with fetishistic suggestion at historic sites or
relics. But it obscures the larger life and the truer
immortality of thought, the immortality of use.
Dante’s vision has entered into many a
scheme of the world besides that into
which he wove the picture of the
Florence of his day. In fact, for
centuries it molded the cosmology
of all Christendom and it still colors
the common dream of immortality.
It is this larger vision, built of the
universal hope and fear, that is the
real Divina Commedia, not the epic
locked in its stubborn Tuscan rhymes.
No form of art, however perfect, can imprison
or contain all of a living thought. If thought is alive
it is more than its form. It will escape and live. This
new creation, however, is no massive, self-contained
whole, it is rife with life and change. It is not static
like the old, but eternally re-creating itself, replacing
arches and domes by girders, and leaving the old
architecture behind with the problems it faced and
the material it faced them with. The one imperishable
thing is the science of which these are the fleeting
traces.
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The Tape-beatles fly in
from the coast under
the power of their
own dogma

Public Works
Rises from the Ashes of
the Tape-beatles
by Ralph Johnson

A COMMON BOND
ALL THE HIGH-LEVEL contacts in the world are
useless unless you understand what to do with the
information. There are hundreds of writers and artists with friends in high places, but most of what
they produce is dead wrong. They just don’t get it.
Public Works does.
The Tape-beatles called their first major work A
subtle bouancy of pulse. A manifesto-by-deed, this
synthety of modern culture taught a world how to
turn information into profit.
But you don’t have to listen to this work to understand the main idea: The world is shaped by powerful forces that nobody can control. And so, even
the Tape-beatles were forced to concede to these
primal elements. But even as our natural world is
built on the decaying corpse of previous generations,
so too did we, out of the most powerful beliefs and
commitments, come together again, with a new
understanding of those forces that once threatened
the vitality of our project.

THE SOURCE OF MAN’S
FOOD-FOR-THOUGHT
MATTER, as it pertains to those elements necessary to sustain life and promote growth, is required
by all living things, animal and vegetable. Since prehistoric times, one of man’s greatest problems has
been his ceaseless search for this nourishment. All
too frequently, however, ignorance and superstition
have played major roles in determining our taste.
Public Works seeks to rectify this historically identifiable pattern.
Matter, the debut recording from Public Works,
exemplifies our efforts toward a rational approach
to nourishment. Steady progress continues to be
made in every form of cultural production and although the spectre of ignorance has not yet been
banished, it is beginning to fade. That, above all
else, is the core of Public Works’ promise for today’s
children and for the generations of all tomorrows.
2205
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The True Uncensored
Story Behind the Demise
of the Tape-beatles
by John Heck, waiter
UNIVERSITY STUDY FINDS The phrase “Outta
my way motherfucker” is oftentimes construed with
negative connotations by persons on the receiving
end of such a message, says Esmond “I like all
things beautiful” Choueke look-alike Peter Torrenti.
Common misunderstandings can bring about
adverse situations such as injury, missed life insurance payments, death, or even near death. People
near death often hear the same heavenly music. Like
many people who have near-death experiences, the
Tape-beatles, nearly dead, have heard that very
same music, according to a university study—and
paid musicians have actually recorded the soothing
score! That’s what ex-Tape-beatle Paul Neff said at
a recent rally I attended in the Tape-beatles’ downtown Iowa City studio.
“It’s a fact,” continued Neff, “the music that
people hear during a near-death experience (NDE)
has a beautiful, floating sound. It evokes feelings
of surprising overwhelming bliss—and whenever
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the formerly “dead” person hears music like it again,
it gives them a wonderful feeling of total peace.”
Despite his certitude, not everyone agrees with
Neff.
“My NDE was nothing like that” said former
Tape-beatle Ralph Johnson. “I heard a voice calling
from somewhere in the dark, then a loud crushing
sound followed by an absolute silent darkness which
soon came over me. It was like nothing I’ve ever
experienced, my body was dragged by some
unheavenly body to a pile of debris behind a condemned flat several blocks from my apartment
where I came back from the dead. The thing that I
have not been able to explain is that my credit cards
and cash were gone. Vanished.”
Neff maintains that “many other people often
write to me or call me after hearing my recordings
to tell me that they’ve heard the exact same music
during their NDEs. Some people burst into tears
when they recognize the music of their NDEs.”
It sounds like—you may have guessed—new-age
music. If you haven’t heard, new-age music is the
recorded crashing of ocean waves passed through
a reverberation box, with surprising variations created by the turning of a knob—sometimes to the
left, sometimes to the right. The artist wants to
depict an ordinary ocean or the artist wants to portray a large, vast ocean of untold depth. Because
the artist is a sailor, a seasoned old story teller, the
artist will describe an ocean with indecipherable
layers which will wash you first behind one ear and
then behind the other.
Should our navigational visionary, however, be
operating a rudderless sailboat riding the waves of
simulated echo, artistic intention will be a man overboard! and arts advocates everywhere will put on
their uniforms and be off in their rubber rafts to the
rescue. Advocate Ianos Schmidt recently extended
his life-line over a mess-hall lunch with Tape-beatle
John Heck. “The ambiguity of the ocean is a form of
artistic expression in most cases,” said Schmidt,
“the addition of reverb to ocean is like a finely seasoned gravy to mashed potatoes.”
“I don’t like gravy on my potatoes,” responded
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Billy interrupts himself to light another cigarette

Heck, “Well—I do, actually, it’s just that I don’t like
gravy on my metaphors.”
WHAT IT’S LIKE The dispassionate belches and
grunts which leave the mouths of the Tape-beatles
is somehow passed off for language and is not far
from the noise which oozes out of their downtown
studio from the little speakers on either side of the
boxes they use to compress the sources fed into it.
The speakers work much like an ordinary funnel,
bottle-necking the ideas, the talk, the music, and
all the bits that may have been interesting or worthwhile had the group any integrity or reason. But
they disagree endlessly, splitting hairs over whose
turn it is to take out the trash. As I write this, Lloyd
has been railing against Paul and John for five minutes for not keeping their junk off the floor. Linda
avoids the matter while all others stare at their feet.
It’s not always a pitiful display of the human condition however; sometimes they will amuse themselves for hours exchanging laundry secrets, news
about holiday visitors, or miscellaneous factoids.
John, to Linda, was speaking about refrigerators at
another recent meeting: “Last week American assembly line workers cranked out more than 167,000
new refrigerators and freezers. Can you believe it—
that’s an incredible 8,684,000 brand spanking new

appliances every year. Placed side by side, they
would stretch more than 4,200 miles—or all the
way from Florida to the North Pole.” Linda responded with talk about Americans’ shrimp eating
habits; “Last week Americans gobbled up 5,827 tons
of shrimp—enough to make one super-jumbo shrimp
183 feet long and 52 feet thick.”
If you believe their talk to be windy, short-sighted
and dull-witted, you will be getting out the
Chapstick™ and putting on your Raybans® for the
group’s latest1 release, “America is confident.” Don’t
raise your expectations above half-mast—
—“Why not?” interrupted Billy.
—because the product is sheer marketing and
faceless self-promoting at best. Plus, an utterance
of that popular referent “awesome,” (applying it in
this case as a real or, if you like, imagined response
to such a piece of music) would take on unaccountable nuances of meaning as it might make its journey through a series of synaptic detours in the tight
circles of obvious-minded dudes perhaps arriving
at the glazed eye of indifference or into eyes-lockedin-cordial-agreement. If none of this is the case (that
is, you do not dig it), you may choose to disregard
it, move on, and feel comfortable in knowing that
none of the continuity of your reading experience
will have been disrupted in such a moment of seeming discontinuity. To find the music you must dig
deep where, hidden somewhere under the plain superficial content, it lies. And you, listener, are seated
at a well-made table, a banquet where your only
role is swallowing. Pass the salt; a sheet of plastic
with sound grooves is $2.501 postage-paid.
A Minneapolis man, calling in in response to the
new work said “I got the meaning, whatever that
is—and my dog likes it.” Clearly, the most reliable
critics are fur-coated relatives of the common wolf.
Further on are certain evolved things with oppos-

1 Actually, this was released in 1992. Since this text dates
from the time of the Tape-beatles’ imminent collapse, some
of the facts are out of date. The soundsheet is free with
any Tape-beatle or Public Works purchase.
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Ross Haecker and fried ‘N’ during a rare ‘happy’ moment

able thumbs who rely on their domestic friends for
aesthetic or rational assessment. Maybe worse than
that are certain unnameable writers with self-effacing humor who slip out of character in the service of a personal attack.
“A squeaker,” grumbled the Master, as he and
the Superintendent stood above the litter.
GREAT DOGS Ross Haecker, not a Minneapolis
man and yet the 1992 winner of the annual Great
Dog Stories competition sponsored by the Tapebeatles is very close to his work. He is Master of
Dogs in his prize winning fantasy story; “Bow To
Me You Inconsequential Shits or Be Crushed.” While
Haecker revels in his overwrought fictions, a re-

2 As a result of Haecker’s breach of oral contract, the Tapebeatles sued in Scott County small claims court, almost for
the fun of it, and won the judgment by default, as Haecker
did not even show up to tell his side of the story. We have a
file-folder of abusive and self-delusional letters from Haecker
dealing out such inconsequential threats as, “You’ll never
play in this town again!” Bear in mind that this is Davenport, Iowa, we are talking about.
2208

cent court case2 between the Man and the sponsors
of Great Dog Stories revealed the stirring truth of
his life as being A REAL DOG’S LIFE. According to reports, Ross Haecker dropped the Tape-beatles from
a March 13, 1992, bill only hours before showtime
at his Uncle Roscoe’s Polo Club in downtown Davenport. After failing to apologize for breaking the
deal, he hurled insults at Paul Neff, spokesperson
for the band. Neff said only, “This was the show
that could have seen Iowa City’s Weathervane audio artists catapulted into the warm glow of an ultra-chic, jet-setting super-stardom.”
A source close to Haecker stated that “Old Ross
was pretty broken up about the deal, he was all
mopey and wet-eyed for hours.” According to our
source one could hear the sound of a broken man
chanting his mantra through his office door at the
downtown spa, “I didn’t mean to make everybody
feel bad, I try to be good but everything gets all
mixed up.” But he persists with his fantastic mental productions casting himself as a mega-giant in
the Midwestern music scene and a stainless, brilliant pioneering nightclub operator. One critic called
Haecker “the most dangerous man in show business.” Others said his dog “Lucky” was his “pride”
and “inspiration.” One dog story competitor charged
the multimedia artists with a conflict of interest
regarding the group’s special relationship with the
dog man. The disgruntled Tape-beatles were available for comment but said nothing.
Many of us enjoy less personal attacks—let’s
see—easy targets like the president, or uh, … doctors:
DOCTOR GLUT, PH.D. A Tape-beatle meeting is
to be enjoyed, as much, for example, as working
beside an array of modern American doctors. Two
things distinguish Iowa City from the rest of the
world: 1) the nation’s largest teaching hospital and;
2) a whining group of belly-aching audio art tarts.
While there may be an astounding one doctor for
every 200 Iowa Citians, there are fewer than one
Tape-beatle per 15,000 citizens of Iowa City. In the
private section of the hospital cafeteria, away from
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Actual photograph from one of Lloyd Dunn’s dreams which gives evidence as to why Lloyd, first orange on the left,
was afraid to leave his house for eight years. During his self-enforced captivity, Lloyd perfected the
technique used above in photographing from the mind’s eye during his dreams

the din of common part-time or hourly folk, voices
leak jokes about diverse matters such as money and
“women,” jokes that are fresh—hilarious even—
while their values ooze between the cracks of the
punch-lines:
“HEALING” PATIENT: How did you decide to become
a doctor?
DOCTOR: If it isn’t obvious, then I will tell you. I
chose medical school because I couldn’t think of
a better way to make more money.
“HEALING” PATIENT: I see.

It is doubtless many of us would miss a beat.
The little secret is out, and like doctors, the Tapebeatles are spoiled children whose every whine is
answered with an abundance as sure as we’re living in the bread basket of Godsburg. What’s more
is the ego-soaked bickering is unbearable.

FEAR HELD THEM CAPTIVE FOR EIGHT
YEARS There hasn’t always been mere self-centered infighting and tireless egomania within the
group; fear held them captive in their own homes
for eight years before joining forces as the Tapebeatles. “I was afraid of people, cars, the sound of a
siren, the sight of a flashing light. I was afraid of
everything!”
That painful confession comes from Lloyd Dunn,
32, whose paralyzing terrors kept him a prisoner in
his own home for eight years. But Lloyd told Esmond
Choueke recently that he began getting therapy over
the phone from a support group that doubles as a
dating service. Now he is able to return to a life of
blind dates, talking, and long candle-lit walks.
LLOYD: In the past three months a miracle is happening in my life. I can get in the car with someone I trust. It took months before I could get off
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my block and then the second block and I’ve made
it all the way to my mother’s, which is four miles
away.
ESMOND: That’s terrific.
LLOYD: But hold on, that’s not everything—I went
looking for Ms. Right and made a date with Ms.
Death! My support group/dating service set me
up with a dream date who was a real killer—the
charming Denise Bulloch. Unknown to me, Denise
had bound her husband Jules and left him to die
in a fire six months earlier.
ESMOND: That’s terrible.
LLOYD: I was lying on the couch and I had my eyes
closed when I felt a paralyzing kind of pain going
through my neck. I opened my eyes and she was
on top of me, hitting me with a karate chop to my
neck. I started screaming.

Fortunately, she stopped hitting him and asked
him to spank her! He escaped without harm. She
later was given 12 years in prison for the death of
her husband.
TAPE-BEATLE BEAUTY WAS AN UGLY
DUCKLING IN HIGH SCHOOL Tape-beatle
beauty Scott Seigling hated high school—he had
zits, his teeth were crooked and girls his age con-

stantly made fun of him and he spent eight years in
his home hiding in fear because of the distress it
caused. Ironically, his character as Tape-beatle
funster Paul Neff is hip, cool and super-popular in
the Iowa City music scene. But in real life, Scott
never fit into the prestigious school he attended,
West Branch High.
“Scott was the most miserable boy in school,”
confided a long time friend. “He wore expensive
clothes that made the other kids jealous. But his
teeth were slightly crooked—and that made him
feel bad. Besides that, Scott liked junk food—and
when he ate it, his skin broke out in ugly zits. I
went to two high school parties with Scott—and
they were both disasters. At the first one, no one
asked him to dance. He said, ‘The boys don’t like
me because I’m not a California blonde. I don’t care.
I’ll have my revenge on them one of these days.’
HOLLYWOOD MINUTE Of silence. Here’s why:
The Tape-beatles, once seasoned old storytellers,
sailors on the high seas of audio fashion, are dead
today at 22.
Soon after turning in his tear-stained manuscript for
this article to yours truly, the editor, John Heck packed
his bags and moved to Prague, the Czech Republic,
where he resides to this day.
•

Scott Siegling during a typical American high-school Black Sea frolic, pictured, back, second from left
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Public Works’ Mass Productions
Public Works

30–60–90 Productions

Matter (1997) on CD .............. $15.00
Music with Sound, v.2 (1997)
on CD ............................ 15.00
Music with Sound, v.3 (1997)
on LP Picture Disc .......... 20.00
Public Works are Lloyd Dunn and Ralph Johnson

—————————————————

The Tape-beatles

Plagiarism®Productions

A subtle buoyancy of pulse; (1987)
on Cassette .................. $10.00
Music with Sound, v. 1 (1990)
on Cassette .................... 10.00
Music with Sound, v. 1 (1990)
on CD ............................ 15.00
The Grand Delusion, v. 1 (1993)
on Cassette .................... 10.00
The Grand Delusion, v. 2 (1993) on
CD ................................. 15.00
The Tape-beatles are Lloyd Dunn, Ralph Johnson, John
Heck, Linda Morgan Brown and Paul Neff

—————————————————
Prices listed are postage paid to any US
address. Add $1 per item ordered for
postage elsewhere. Send order and
payment to:

http://pwp.detritus.net/

Public Works in Berlin, October 9–18, 1997

Visit us on the internet for complete descriptions of the above, as well as additional information on these and other
projects, or email for information:

Public Works will participate in the Cocktail festival that will be
held in East Berlin this October at Prater der Volksbühne,
Kastanienallee 7-9, 10435 Berlin-Prenzlauer Berg. If you are in
the area, you might wish to come down at see us present our work.
For more information, phone one or the other:
•Galerie o zwei, Tel. 4930 440 71 36
•Volksbühne am Rosa-Luxemburg-Platz, Tel. 4930 2406-5611

public-works@detritus.net

http://pwp.detritus.net/
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It’s my pleasure to serve
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MAKING THE MONEY
WHICH
ONE MERELY LOOKS AT
JOHN HECK

IMAGINE A SMALL CAFÉ in a French provincial
town. The large doors onto the street open wide in
the summer evenings … old wooden blackboards
from concentration camps with the menus written
in chalk … the waiters, humiliated in black vests
with white aprons, carrying plates of food, are wax
figures behind the glass of commodity fetish …
smoke, noise, music and people coming and going
… restaurant reviewers with sharp pencils, writing in first-person … the patron looking unshaven
and occasionally helping to clear an ashtray … imagine all these dead, mechanized, specialized actions,
stealing a little bit of life a thousand times a day
until the mind and body are exhausted, until that
death which is not the end of life but its final saturation with absence: this is what lends a dangerous
charm to dreams of apocalypses, kitchen fires, gigantic destructions, gun-play in dining rooms, complete annihilations, cruel, clean and total deaths.
Imagine a Ukrainian woman working in the

kitchen non-stop 15 hours daily for a dollar an hour
to send to her family in Kiev where unemployment
is out of control. Imagine that one of the managers
would tell her he doesn’t want to see her drinking
coffee because it’s too expensive. Rather, to save
on food costs, that she should prepare meat from
the trash bin for staff meals. The manager, who
moved to Prague from Paris one year before without previous restaurant experience asked: “Anya,
why has this meat been thrown away? It looks okay
to me. Wash it off and use it for the staff meals.”
Imagine that. In Sergei Eisenstein’s film, Battleship
Potemkin, the sailors’ revolt started with a refusal
to be fed maggot-infested meat. At Chez Marcel, the
knowledge of the hygienic indiscretion was passed
with a quiet outrage to be added to the inventory of
restaurant hell.
Imagine the hands of Anya, the slaving woman,
a captive by economic conditions. Imagine how the
wages of the entire staff could equal 40% of the
2213
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wage of a manager who sleeps late and enjoys the
diversion of games on the office computer. Chez
Marcel has all this and more.
overworkedredblisteredfingerswetfromalldaysoaking
cleaningdishesfloorstoiletswindowssaladmaking
potatopeelingpommefritesfryingsmilingallthewhile
AS JOHN HECK, waiter, says, the kitchen help is
crushed under 50-kilo sacks of potatoes. Without
lifting the sacks it is impossible to deliver them from
their endless and unbearable suffering. It is terrible
that even one person should be crushed under such
weight: to want to breathe, and not be able to. The
potatoes rest on everybody and everyone tries to
lift them up, though not with the same conviction.
An odd, groaning staff. The customers ask themselves: “What? People under potatoes? However did
they get there?” All the same they are there, and
the hungry people come for lunch or dinner to prove
in the name of objectivity that the burden can never
be removed, thus adding to the weight of the potatoes.
On occasion Christian Spirit visits with his good

dog Suffermore to show everyone his snapshots of
crushed but smiling people. “The rationality of the
potato sacks is always the best,” proclaim the tourist guidebooks and restaurant reviews. Many of the
people who want to breathe say: “We will breathe
later.” There is a special guillotine for chopping
baguettes.
The atmosphere may be French but it is definitely
turn-of-the-century Museum of Human Labor as
well. First and foremost is the simple arrangement
of the act of consumption; tables and chairs organized into uniform rows ensure increased proficiency, thereby increasing the chance that the desired level of pleasure for the patron may be targeted. For amusement there is the dissenting voice
of the worker. Though constrained by social and
economic conditions, it is startlingly authentic as it
reaches our ears. It is a sustained and well-defined
tone of sacrificial pain that has survived centuries
of suffering, while aquiring only a slight patina. The
controlled bleeding of the worker, administered with
the help of the latest scientific techniques, produces
a voice modulated by alternating currents of submission and refusal—a constrained realist perfor-

The spectacle is a museum of images, a showroom of stick figures. It counts on us to identify with our waxmuseum likenesses, cast behind the glass of the commodity fetish. The refusal of inauthenticity triggers
explosions of popular anger from the conductors of the spectacle of alienation
2214
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mance which often provides the negation of the activities of the patron, giving additional flavor to a
conversation over a pair of cafés crème and, occasionally, an entire evening’s entertainment or dinner conversation. Of course it is all in French, but
the waiters are willing to explain everything. Detournement, role-refusal, stories from real-life. “For
this occasion,” explains Nicolas Flipo, waiter, to
Julian Rimmer, restaurant reviewer, during this particularly busy lunch-hour, “your voice will be reduced
to a passive third-person; receiving, rather than
‘reading’ the action of a restaurant.”
The reviewer looks impassively at the menu
while Nicolas describes several possibilities, a grand
injustice, and the barren vegetable garden at Anya’s
summer house, 60 km from Chernobyl. The main
courses on the menu seem attractive to Mr. Rimmer,
but his heart goes out to the Czech worker in the
bicycle factory who couldn’t buy even one of the
bicycles he built with his own hands. Every last one
had been exported to the Soviet Union so at Christmas he could buy for his child only a clumsy, poorly
crafted Russian import. After being the producer
and the raw material, (his labor like a natural resource to be siphoned from his body), the worker
could not even buy back the product of his own labor.
The situation might not be measurably different
for him today under the Czech Republic’s economy
of capital. As workers, we are depended upon to
consume our own output, the commodification of
our lives. We are the raw material, producer, and
consumer. At the same time, the more that we are
what we have, the more we become alienated, dead.
The spectacle of alienation is the glass museum case
around the life of each worker. The spectacle
teaches us how to treat life as if it were an object—
not to live life, because it is now external, but to
think about it, gaze at it, merely possess it.
IN AN INDUSTRIAL society which confuses work
and productivity, the necessity of producing has always been an enemy of the desire to create. What
spark of humanity, of a possible creativity, can re-

PSRF

We are as old as what we buy. We are weak, we must grow
old, we must die. Our attachment to objects, things, is the surest
road to reified existence and the kind of death which comes
before the end of life

main alive in a being dragged out of sleep at six
every morning, jolted about in suburban trains, deafened by the racket of machinery, bleached and
steamed by meaningless sounds and gestures, spun
dry by statistical controls, and tossed out at the
end of the day into the entrance halls of railway
stations, those cathedrals of departure for the hell
of weekdays and the nugatory paradise of weekends, where the crowd communes in a brutish weariness? From adolescence to retirement each
twenty-four hour cycle repeats the same shattering
bombardment, like bullets breaking a window: mechanical repetition, time-is-money, submission to
bosses, boredom, exhaustion.
John Heck, waiter, is a dutiful self-torturer. His
2215
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Science provides a rationale for the police. It teaches how much someone can be tortured
without dying, and above all to what degree someone may be
turned into a dutiful self-torturer

father taught him how to work and now he sees
himself through the eyes of his own forced labor.
He learned to serve to survive and came to love his
trade with the vitality of an already smothered creativity which helps him bear 10 to 15 hours daily.

The continuance of the server’s skill conception in
the workplace has allowed him to contrive a precarious comfort in the hell of the restaurant. But
after endless and repeated butchering of his youthful energy he learned that the refusal of the call to

The carrot of happier tommorrows is at the root of the principle of productivity. The dictator of productive work
weakened, castrated, and stupified everyone collectively, making them receptive to the most feeble, senile ideologies in
the history of falsehood, then returned to his office to play consecutive games of computer solitare
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productivity could deal the death-blow to a mentality which had been carefully fostered by archaic
capitalism. It is useless to expect even a caricature
of creativity from the conveyor belt. Nowadays ambition and the love of a job well done are the indelible mark of defeat and of the most mindless submission. Still, the dictatorship of productive work
holds the carrot in front of his face expecting him
not to see through its attempts to weaken, castrate,
and stupefy those under its control, and so try to
make everyone receptive to the feeblest, least virile, most senile ideologies in the entire history of
falsehood. He won’t do it.
Too many workers of our day are paralyzed by
the possibility of being recuperated by the spectacle.
No new job has proved sufficient to avoid being taken
back in, reowned, and dispossesed by the apparently ubiquitous image of our own life that hovers
before us daily, reminding us that we produce our
lives for some mysterious “other.” No economic
theory has proved sufficient to account for this
“other,” whether it is socialism or capitalism. At

best they draw a dim outline of a phantom, and demand we shed our distant, unrealized lives to take
aim against some immediate and imaginative foe,
that, for the low price of our participation, we will
keep our freedoms safe, we will satisfy our desires.
The “other” will always evade us, and the spectacle
shall forever recuperate our working lives. For all
we know, this is how it has always been, and shall
always be.
THE TIME HAS COME to recuperate the spectacle
itself. The image preserves its recuperative powers
by theories of ownership. It sucks in what the human imagination might produce, leaving a barren
soul begging for sustenance from the very system
which has desiccated its life.
Wage is one of the constructs of such an economic black hole. No “other” will be found beyond
the feeding itself. There is no Spectacle, no Capitalist, no Marxist, to lay blame on, only the feeding.
As such it is time to reject these constructs, and
reclaim our life that perhaps once fed us. Commu-

The actor supposed to play a condemned man in a realist play is at perfect liberty
to remain himself. The role of the waiter is played by John Heck,
whose performance relies upon the paradox of fine acting
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nication must no longer
makes them seem so difconsist of the one-way dicferent.
tates of a detached dictator, rather, it must be reTHE MEAL ARRIVED
turned to the realm of comastonishingly quickly. It
munity.
seemed as though he orAs workers, some of us
dered his food, whereupon
“look forward” to a time
a man burst out of the
when we can be our crekitchen, rang a small bell
ative selves without havcommandingly, and one of
ing to look over our shoulPavlov’s waiters delivered
ders for the dictator of prothe plate all at once. This
ductive work. This is
is wonderful, he thought—
wrong. If we want a world
Prague has been missing a
He would work in a perpetual state of alarm with a
where workers are treated
place like this. Even the
furrowed brow for the entirety of the day gasping for
as nobody’s property, then breath in a smoke-filled room of restaurant hell to fall into way the meal had the
bed at night like a man with an arrow in his back, asleep
we only have to make it.
appearence of french-café:
before he hit the pillow
This is where the CataA large, fast-fried steak
clysm comes in. Nothing is
spread over his plate covquite as radical as reality itself. The buttresses will ered by a mound of french fries. The steak was his
show their age. Tearing down and building are the choice mainly because he believes it can give you
same thing; it is only a matter of perspective that an idea about how the restaurant cares about people,

Above all it was a question of surviving, of not disappearing physically.
The imperatives of production are the imperatives of survival: from now on we want
to live, not just to survive
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The harder we try to find salvation in appearances, the more vigorously
it is borne in upon us by the ephemeral and inconsistent nature of the spectacle that we live like
dogs and die like bundles of hay

the quality of ingredients, the well-being of the staff,
tea in China, as well as its ability and desire to prepare them for people like Julian Rimmer, restaurant reviewer, as he demands. On closer inspection
of the steak he realized that no one really cared
about him. He felt betrayed by the bell-ringing man
wielding the tenderizing hammer. He had ordered
the steak rare, expected the steak to be rare, but in
the end it wasn’t to his liking. He felt sadness and a
sense of loss. He wasn’t going to leave, though. He
had a review to write. He was going to have a salad
and then order dessert and write about it. Later,
after his disillusionment with the salad he enjoyed
crème brûlée and complained about there not being
enough carmelized sugar on top. It is a little bit
sad, but there may be hope. After the revolution
and actualization of the four-day work week, a commencement of adequate health-care, and more realistic compensation for persons who are daily exposed to an inequitable economy of labor, there perhaps will be pleasure in service for those who wish

to achieve their desired level of pleasure by the
hands of others. Until the weight is balanced we
can only gaze through the museum glass of the spectacle and sigh: “Someday.”
•
***
John Heck, waiter, is a founding member of THE TAPEBEATLES and a current collaborator with PUBLIC WORKS.
He lives in Prague where, after having worked for several years in various cafés and restaurants there, has
recently taken a job in a video rental store.
***
THE EXPATRIOT was, during 1994–1995, the editor’s
self-published travel journal, chronicling both the physical and emotional landscape of living as a foreigner. In
its current incarnation, it is written by various authors
and will appear as a column in PSRF. Good writers who
are living abroad are encouraged to submit.
***
Read other issues of THE EXPATRIOT online at:
http://xp.detritus.net/ .
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SWARM
INTELLIGENCE
EBON FISHER

EVERY SO OFTEN I get this urge
to peek under the dress of some
other world. I need to saunter
past my usual corner of websites,
newspapers, and fixations, and
just throw myself into some peculiar state of mind. Sometimes
it simply means picking up a
soggy letter from the sidewalk
and reading it. That will do me
for my walk to the subway station. Sometimes more overwhelming measures are required.
Recently my eye fell upon a
magazine called Explorations in
Artificial Life. I was instantly
seized with an otherworldy rap2220

ture and found the few dollars
necessary to acquire the thing. An
assortment of lurid bionic treats
awaited: evolutionary robotics,
robot “emergence,” altruistic software, biochemical soup … I read
further and soon found myself
swooning over the full splendor
of the phrase “swarm intelligence,” which poked out of an
article1 by Bill Fulkerson. According to Fulkerson, there is a kind
of intelligence to be found in
random clusters of animals,
people, and even robots. “Living
systems appear to have a mind
of their own,” he proclaims.
“Some evidence exists that chaotic behavior may actually be
critical to a system’s ability to
shift rapidly from one behavior
to another.”
Since I’m not a sports fan, I
save my cheering for stuff like
that. So let’s hear it for chaos! The
1

“The Living Factory” by Bill
Fulkerson. Explorations in Artificial
Life, Fall 1995, p. 51.
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computer near you. It’s enough to
make the New York City school
system look beautiful.

squirmy, the eclectic, and the jittery! Wiggle! Turmoil! Twirling
conversations! Efficiency has a
new face, and it’s unshaven. All
the clenched-teeth certainties of
factory precision, hierarchies, and
fixed schedules, have all liquefied
in the tender heat of “swarm intelligence.” Wildness is phat. It’s
the cat’s pajamas. It’s even wholesome and productive! And with
the new object-oriented programming, it’s being simulated on a

AND YESTERDAY, as if to prove
a point, the world threw into my
path the annual talent show of
Public School 64, located in the
proudly chaotic East Village of
Manhattan. There I was walking
down Avenue B, on my way to one
of my usual cyber haunts, when
what should I hear but a great and
insistent pounding coming
through the bars of a window. As
I leaned closer, I could hear the
sounds of children chanting in
unison, their voices like sheets of
ice splintering off the walls of a
shrill auditorium. Like a salmon
on quaaludes, I was drawn into
the front doors of the building,
squirmed my way past a river of
bodies, and located the source of
the sound. There before me was
the most wonderful swirl of parents, teachers, children, and security guards I had ever seen.
Now it should be said at the
outset that no single person
seemed to be in charge of the proceedings. Not even the two seniors who waffled a microphone
between them as they announced
each act, fluidly changing the
line-up to suit the various states
of preparedness of the kids. Periodically, announcements were
made to unblock the exits, but

the smiling security guards did
not oblige too menacingly, not
so much to avoid spoiling the
party, but because they probably
weren’t paid well enough to
bother. A happy compromise
seemed to be reached without discussion, and the doors became
semi-viscous again. And immediately, as if in hair-trigger response, the next act was called
up to the stage. “Kids Against
Crime from P.S. 19,” came the

announcement. The audience
went nuts.
It was Evelyn Santos’ Dance
Theatre troupe, a group which
had won best of show for the last
six years in a row. As if in a trance
the audience began to stand up,
first in little groups scattered
throughout the room, and then in
a huge wave which took over the
whole room. I found myself standing uncontrollably, a euphoric
tingle spreading through my ner-

Efficiency has a new face, and it’s unshaven
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vous system. There was an intelligence in this swarm and it had
possessed me, drawn me up into
its subtleties, and gave me a role
to play. And my role was a pleasure: to experience communion
with a sector of New York City
that I had much more in common
with than I ever realized. Like an
incubus rising out of the shadows
of the pop culture subconscious,
Reggae music bled into the room
from large stereo speakers. A
single, very small kid stood at the
back of the stage, hands on her
hips, waiting for the BIG BEAT.
And the beat came, sure and furious, and the audience surged
again, and that little girl shook
her hands back and forth like a
pro, shot to the front of the stage,
and was followed by dozens of
triumphant peers. The mass of
bodies split in two, each half taking stances of utter solidarity.
Half a breath later, the beat
shifted, and dozens of arms
writhed in the air, echoed by supremely funky, bent-leg wobbles.
More kids streamed in from some
hidden hive offstage. Others disappeared. Arms gyrated, passing
energy along to the legs which
answered with a round of splits.
Little dancers climbed onto the
backs of big dancers. It was high
Ebon Fisher
WEBSITE:
WIGGLISM:
ORGANISM:
AlulA/VRML 3D:
BIONIC CODEX:
2222
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gothic hip-hop, a serpentine body
language no arts magazine has
ever dared to crush in its narrow
pontifications. Strains of movement from Public Enemy, Madonna, Kris Kros, and TLC interwove in intuitive abandon with
Latino, Asian, and whatever twist
seemed tasty. Contact with the
audience was intoxicating and
complete. Local fame transcended its alienating post and
spread like a huge extended family to embrace everything in the
room. The phrase “swarm intelligence” undulated nervously in my
mind. It didn’t seem sufficient
somehow.
LATER THAT NIGHT, I finally
caught up with my cyber crowd.
It was a bash being given at The
Knitting Factory for ECHO, the
online chat community of six
years standing. With my head and

NERVE CIRCLE CREATIONS

alula@interport.net

www.users.interport.net/~outpost/ebon.html
artnetweb.com/port/wigglism
www.artnetweb.com/organism
www.vrmill.com/alula/alula.wrl
www.echonyc.com/~sandbox/codes/index.html

heart still reeling, I entered into
the large stream of young adults,
instinctively waiting for this new
social organism to sweep me into
its configurations. The path was
not so clear. Although the gathering had years of practice sorting through its thoughts online,
the odd splendor of full body contact seemed to jolt the crowd into
a different order of being. Certainly clouds of conviviality swept
about the various rooms, but not
without dodging small rivulets of
self-consciousness. Business
cards flashed in the darkness,
nervous introductions displayed.
Software was compared and
constrasted, organizations assessed, rumors of romantic liaisons confirmed. Yes, indeed, a
kind of swarm intelligence was
here too. But one which was in
the service of compulsions reaching far beyond The Knitting Factory, out across the land to Silicon Valley, to Germany, France,
and satellites the world over. Perhaps the only thing missing were
the children to remind us how to
dance—to show us how our vastly networked intelligence was
most pleasurably swirled.
•
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Generea
The Once-over Twice

Cover of Vigo (see review p. 2228)
BANNER GRAPHIC BY PIOTR SZYHALSKI

OF ALL THE ITEMS appearing in either of our earlier titles PhotoStatic or Retrofuturism, the one most
commented upon and appreciated by our readers
has been our reviews section. Therefore, in deference to our past output, we have decided to continue publishing it in a slightly adjusted form. We
call it Generea. It is a plural we propose for our
coinage “genera,” which we use here to replace the
French word “genre.” Our somewhat capricious proposal is made solely to give this meaning a word
that falls in line with anglophone phonology, and in
no way is intended as a slight to the French, whom
we generally admire.
We see the activity of surveying other works not
as an excercise of our supposedly superior taste over
other cultural producers, for this position is flawed
and assailable. Rather, if surveying others’ works
accomplishes anything beyond a form of cooperative advertizing among our pseudo-community, it at
the very least lays bare our own points-of-view
through our highly personal (and at times ill-informed) judgments. In addition, this section is also
an attempt to situate Psrf in its “natural habitat” by
briefly sketching other works which surround and
inform it. Anything that lands in our mailbox is an
opportunity for our scrutiny. But not everything received will receive our modest analysis. There just
isn’t time. If you want to take the chance, feel free
to send your output to this address. Everyone whose
work is reviewed will receive a copy of Psrf.
2223
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Genera:Visual book
Filmcopie nos. 7–10. JeanFrançois Robic continues his extensive experimentation with the
photocopy machine in this series
of small booklets composed of
(nominal) frame enlargments from
the movies. Robic also sent Les
Guides Noirs: Pour un tourisme radical, which is to-the-point in its
brevity and stark in its graphic
intent. Reach Robic at: 23 avenue
Jacques-Cartier, 76100 Rouen
France.

Genera: Listserve
The Invisible College. Interested
in the never-ending thrust and
parry of the Neoists haggling out
their positions concerning the
minutiæ of their involuted milieux?
Then The Invisible College listserve
is for you. However, “Participation
is by invitation only. This is why the
Invisible College calls itself an institution of anonymous elitism!” It’s
completely baffling! we say joyously (see box, p. 2228).

Genera: Organizaton
Association
of Autonomous Astronauts. The
AAA (as they
call themselves) seek to propel themselves
into outer space through the use
of “imagination & will.” Furthermore, they “…are glad both the es2224
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tablishment and the established
oppostion refuse to take the AAA
seriously. It is part of our plan that
our enemies fail to grasp the seriousness of our programme for community-based space travel until it is too
late. We will leave the sneering lefties and the sell-outs at NASA behind
to smell our rocket fumes.” It’s
pretty entertaining that they have
a newsletter at all. And they have
two: Ad Astra! and Escape from
Gravity for, as they put it, “only
those who attempt the impossible
will acheive the absurd,” and rightly
so! Write: Inner City AAA, BM Jed,
London WC1N 3XX UK; aaa@ Henry Miller, and featuring aruncarved.demon.co.uk .
ticles about experimental novelist
Ronald Sukenick, excerpts from
Alexander Trocchi’s Project Sigma,
Genera: Magazine,
and other opinions about whatever
Periodical, Zine
cultural sphere contains these
Brazen Oralities: A Review of above, Break/Flow has an appealSpoken Word Recordings, no. 3. ing, smart feel to it. Inquire: 89
Resources for those particularly Vernon Road, Stratford, London
interested in, what the title says, E15 4DQ UK.
spoken word recordings. Includes
opportunities, radio resources, Crap Hound no. 3. Although for
critical reviews of recordings, web legal reasons editor Sean Tejaratsite addresses, and more. Fortner chi cannot call this “clip art,” it
Anderson, ed. $5 from 4072 Clark certainly would function well as
St., Montreal QBC Canada H2W such, and admirably, for those who
1W9; brazen@infobahnos.com ; would flout copyright law (ahem!).
This isn’t your father’s clip art
www.infobahnos.com/~brazen .
collection. The theme is “Sex &
Break/Flow. Focusing heavily on Kitchen Gadgets (part 2)” it’s
underground culture and “…in- nearly all graphic, although
spired by music, theory, politics and Tejaratchi pulls out some juicy and
the literary…,” Break/Flow brings entertaining editorials to boot. A
you well written articles in a good gander, a good read, what
graphically spare layout. Conse- more could you ask? 18 and older
quently, it looks good and reads only (that ought to get the billfolds
great. Quoting from Deleuze and out). $4 from P.O. Box 40373,
Guattari, Debord, Vaneigem and Portand OR 97240.
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Iron Feather Journal: Lifestyles
of the Phreaky and Phresh, No.
15. Weighing in at well over 100
pages, this is a (figurative) ton of
information, packing a youthful,
unpolished wallop. Reviews,
scene reports, fiction, you name
it. Stevyn Prothero, ed. $6 from
P.O. Box 1905, Boulder CO 80306;
sprother@nyx.cs.du.edu ; phidias.
colorado.edu/ifj/ .
Fragments, No. 2. is “Disintegration.” Zine of social critique adopting a post-situationist/anarchoradical point of view. $3 from P.O.
Box 5370-362, Santa Ana CA
92704; fragments@mindspring.
com ; www.mindspring.com/
~fragments .
Groundswell. Twelve-page monthly (very regular) newsletter of
“Anti-Authoritarian Views.” Fea-

turing the excellent writing of publisher Tom Mullian and contributing editor Ben G. Price. Actively
seeking submissions. Well worth
the entry price of $10 for 12 issues from P.O. Box 174, Prospect
Park PA 19076-1307; Tristan
306@aol.com .
Here and Now, No. 15. Somewhat generally distributed (I
found this at a local newsstand in
Iowa) and mentioned here because it is anti-copyright and I like
the content. Lots of good articles:
“Search for Security as Society
Disintegrates,” “Exposing the
Technology of Surveillance,” “A
Corrupt Left Intellectual Culture?”
and much more; thoughtfully and
erudite for the most part. £7/3 issues airmail from: 28 King St.,
Glasgow G1 5QP Scotland;
an52399@anon. penet.fi .

From Fragments (see review above)

From Craphound (see review opposite)

Luther Blisset: Rivista Mondiale
di Guerra Psichica [Worldwide
Magazine of Psychic Warfare] No.
3, winter 95/96. Entirely in Italian, this magazine deals with the
multiple name Luther Blissett and
his collective exploits. Grafton 9
Edizioni, via Paradiso 3, 40122
Bologna Italy; nav0243@iperbole.
bologna.it ; (see URLs in the gray
box over).
Node. It’d be difficult to find a zine
that was more in tune with its process (in this case electronic layouts for full-color on nicely smelly
newsprint) for Node knows what
it’s doing. Directed mostly at the
music crowd (the most salient
content are its CD reviews of
techno.acid house.electronica
genera) Node should find a welcome home on the coffee tables of
those with eyes for spicy printed
production. Really great use of
2225
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design elements and some of the
new typefaces, but that’s not all.
The reviews are cogent and informed and there seem to be a
large team of reviewers, which
suggests Node has the support of
its aficionados. Forays into satire
(e.g., Bob Dole on homosexuality
in no. 1) and comics are freely interspersed among the reviews and
numerous band and record-store
ads. Cool, too, it’s free to pick up
at the local coffee houses. Unfortunately, Node in its printed form
has been put in stasis for the time
being; continued output can be
seen at their web. 71⁄2⫻10⬙, up to
52 pp., offset on newsprint, intermittent full color. Nodal Communications (Node Magazine, Specimen Magazine, et al.), Jeremy
Dedic, editor; 2253 Newberry St,
Davenport IA 52804-4122; node
@revealed.net ; www.nodal. com .
Not Bored! No. 25. Always a
pleasure to read Bill Brown’s
work, whether he’s trashing one
of his ideological opponents, or
whether he’s reporting on something he likes. Rather fond of kick-

LUTHER BLISSETT PROJECT URLs
userpage.fu-berlin.de/~cantsin/luther
www.dsnet.it/qwerg/blissett/bliss0.htm
www.2mila8.com/luther
www.cybercore.com/tortuga/luther
www.ecn.org/fantadc/lbp
www.etabeta.it/fm/
www.contrast.org/kg/
www.unpopular.demon.co.uk
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archiginnasio.dsnet.it/qwerg/blissett/rbinto.htm
www.ecn.org/golgo/articolo.htm
www.planet.it/guests/vp/PromoBliss.html
altx.com/manifestos/blisset.html
www.geocities.com/SoHo/Lofts/8214
www.pengo.it/luther/
www.comune.roma.it/comune/matrix/neoism/
www.agora.stm.it/G.Milo/home.htm
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ing up shit-storms within the postsitu milieu, there’s no love lost
here between him and Stewart
Home. But there is plenty of good
reading. P.O. Box 1115 Stuyvesant
Station, New York NY 10009;
rose@thorn.net .

of extremism and while we are
sucked into the lushness of its offset chiaroscuro, we are at the
same time struck by the violence
and appropriate extremism of the
graphic content. An excellent,
beautifully produced find. $7 from
Nozone, P.O. Box 1124 KnickerNozone No.7. “Extremism.” bocker Station, New York NY
Beautifully produced, this is a col- 10002; nozone@interport.net .
lection of comics, cartoons, drawings of a type that extend the pos- Skinny Nos. 1–19. Freebie
sibilities of each of these modes single-sheets which you might’ve
of working. Nozone goes far be- found lying around Richmond, Viryond visual and tactile beauty, as ginia, were it not for the fact that
each sequence of images (by vari- their author has recently relocated
ous artists) deals with the theme to New York. Funny, punchy, and

high-contrast are the words which
spring to mind. Expressive drawings, graphics, and oddball writing, such as the article “Best Beef
Pot Pie” (see over) in which the author sets out to review a bunch of
supermarket frozen beef pies. He
gets through a couple and then becomes depressed and wonders
aloud what value there is in the
activity. It all starts out so touchingly earnestly that the end becomes a well-timed surprise. Also
the author of Time-Blur and the
booklet of drawings Steakhouse.
Write: Silver Persinger, 26 Judson
Ave, Dobbs Ferry NY 10522.

(Above) Cover of Node, review beginning previous page
(Right) Cover of Nozone, reviewed above
2227
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Dear Invisible Cottage,
A friend of mine who will remain “anonymous”
has been comitting a “prank” which exposes the
possibilities of legal “inverse hacking” of the web.
The friend, who is a “webmaster,” managed by
luck to acquire the domain “www.graphics. com”
It happens that there is a bug in Netscape that,
if you put a ? after any domain, it looks up the
domain but converts all the “/graphics/” URLs in
the page to “www.graphics.com”. Therefore,
people mistyping URLs on many high profile sites
has resulted in my friend’s server getting as many
as 18,000 calls for missing graphics a week. To
take advantage of this situation, he wrote a custom CGI which returns random graphics—which
are all Barbara Kruger-esque slogans. To see
what I mean, try some of the URLs below.
Many of the travel agent sites hit it, but with

The Spectaclist. This is an editorial effort by my dear friend and
collaborator Ralph Johnson, so it
would be inappropriate for me to
write a review of it without this
preface. Subtitled “a speculative
journal of arts, media, and culture,” this series of digests presents work which, although built
upon an awareness of situationism
and contemporary issues in media
studies, could only qualify as being too idiosyncratic and quirky to
fit neatly into either of these categories. Johnson plays with intellectual language at times—but at
others is decidedly serious and
learned about his subjects—so at
best we see him as perceptive and
possessing of an unusual intelligence, and at worst, we see him
as dilettantish (not a real sin in
2228

time- and user-specific URLs that are impossible
to duplicate.
What is so funny about all this is that the corporate domains shouldn’t be able to legitimately
complain, because in fact, they are responsible
for massive “unwanted” trafic on his server, and
he should be able to use whatever CGI he wants
to respond to legitmate missing images called
from his server. I don’t know if it would hold up
in a court of law, though.
Regards,
Luther Blissett
http://www.corel.ca?
http://www.packardbell.com?
http://www.mindsync.com/timeon.html
http://www.toysrus.com?
http://www.tabson.com/Computerlinks.htm

any case). There are many contributions from others including, notably, Luther Blissett and yours
truly. Inquire: 15091 Robin St.,
San Leandro CA 94578-1964;
rfear@ella.mills.edu ; http://ella.
mills.edu/PEOPLE/staff.pages/
rfear.public.html/rfear.homepage.
html .
Vigo. Vigo harkens back both to
the age d’or of the xeroxed zine
and of non-narrative film in the
selfsame volume. No. 1’s questionable layout and typesetting decisions are mercifully replaced in
no. 2, giving a more invitingly
readable appearance. The editor’s
fascination with plagiarism, film,
and grainy photocopy iconography
knit together the collection of reports and perceptive reviews. A

glance at the contents shows coverage of Nihilist Japanese Cinema,
Sampling Virus, a proposal for a
Tr a n s - S i b e r i a n C i n e - Tr a i n ,
reminiscenses of the films of
Satyajit Ray, and more. It is an
eclectic agglomeration of topics
brought together suggestively for
us in the editor’s mind and effectively presented with a limited
palette. 81⁄2⫻11⬙, up to 32 pp.,
photocopy. Vigo, Owen O’Toole,
editor, P.O. Box 4007, Berkeley CA
94704; oein@well. com .
X Magazine, No 13. I can’t review this because it has an interview with the Tape-beatles in it
(visit http://dryer.www.media.
mit.edu/people/dryer/deuce/
tapebeat.htm) and that would be a
direct conflict of interest. I can,
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however, tell you that it exists and
express my personal admiration
for its style and content. Issue
inclues articles on Spoken Macros, the Mysterious Leap-Second,
reviews, interviews, cartoons, and
more. Offset, 32 pp., 81⁄2⫻11⬙. $3
from: P.O. Box 1077, Royal Oak
MI 48068; xmag@ mail.msen.com ;
www.msen. com/~xmag/ .

Genera:
Booklet or Tract
Conspiracies, Cover-ups & Diversions: A Collection of Lies,
Hoaxes and Hidden Truths and
Disputations: On Art, Anarchy and
Assholism by Stewart Home. Is
Prince Charles the reincarnation of
Hitler? Does the Queen push drugs?
Is the invisible Rosicrucian College
still active in London? These are
some of the pointed questions the
booklet Conspiracies promises to
answer. Home is an ink viper, arch
satirist, as well as agentprovocator, lashing out at the left,
right and center. We especially
appreciate the thoroughness of his
research and the craftsmanship of
his texts. Reading Home makes
you constantly ask the question,
does he really believe this, or is
he saying it for some other purpose? The answer usually seems
to be both, and not always in the
way you would expect. Home’s
central belief seems to be that the
current social order (starting with
the British) is a sham, and that to
attack its belief systems is to attack its very heart. The weapon
he uses is a subtle form of satire

Cover of Skinny, reviewed on previous page

in which Home is pseudo-obviously some kind of intelligent but
deluded crank. At the same time,
he knows where to jab to get a outburst which in turn becomes an

opportunity for him to expose the
hollow posturing of the other side.
Disputations is focused on this
mechanism, and is composed of a
series of attacks from the Greens,
2229
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the Anarchists, what have you,
and Home’s responses to them.
Inquire at: Sabotage Editions, BM
Senior, London WC1N 3XX, UK.

Genera:
Audio construction
(not-music, and not
non-music)
Box of Blue Paper Clips by Escape Mechanism. Playful and of
a relatively subdued energy atypical of this (still?) emybryonic genera, these sound pieces nonetheless display a certain nervy (plagiaristic) wit—as well as pronounced sensitivity to issues of
listenability. What I like about
these works, of which there are
six, is the lack of imperative to
shock, or to make you guffaw at
the sheer silliness of their sources
in a kind of bloated condescention.
Escape Mechanism (a.k.a. Jon
Nelson) builds evocative contexts
out of decidedly auditory imperatives and what sense is made of
them is poetic, more than indica-

Graphic from Double the Phat
and Still Tasteless by ECC
2230

tive, in nature. The works have a
number of structural failings, however. There is a tendency to be too
repetitive at times, and perhaps
even a bit too sparse in the mix.
But what works here works well,
and I would look forward to a follow up. Write: Jon Nelson, 2875
Irving Ave S. #26, Minneapolis
MN 55408; J103@aol.com .
Detritus by Steev Hise. (Again,
disclaimer: Steev is a buddy of
mine, and you will see my work
appearing soon on his web server
www.detritus.net, see ad inside
back cover.) Longish tapy and
electronic pieces which Hise tells
us are “…‘assisted readymades,’
filled with electroquotes and stolen
soundbites…” apparently right
down to the liner notes, in the case
of some of his choices of terms. I
tend to agree. Some of it is rhythmic, some angsty free-form, but all
of it is quite accomplished in its
use of aural bouquet. No really, if
you are into audio art or audio
collage or similar, you should be
in touch with Hise anyway. Write
and request the Viral Communications Catalog, which lists audio
cassettes by Steev Hise, the AntiCyborg Orchestra, and compilations, back issues of the zine Synergy, as well as videos. 67 Ramona
Ave., San Francisco CA 94103;
steev@flotsam.detritus.net ; www.
detritus.net .
Double the Phat and Still Tasteless by The Evolution Control
Committee. This record is a
mixed bag, but what a mixed bag!

ECC proves themselves to be accomplished on many fronts, including techno.pop, tape collage,
performance art, spoken word,
singing, humor, and production
value. This record is a riot, a romp.
Its lack of unity is its source of
coherence. It’s funny, and generally avoids being stupid, and there
are some spectacular, brilliant
moments. Write: Evolution Control Committee, 2633 Neil Ave.,
Columbus OH 43202; ecc@gnu.ai.
mit.edu ; www.infinet.com/~mark/
ecc.html .
Hate People Like You by People
Like Us. An accomplished set of
mixes, apparently seamless,
which use samples of pop music,
found voice, and heavily processed
sounds. Really beautiful are the
sequences where the human voice
is blenderized into a slough of
unintelligible bits. All meaning is
stripped away, but something of
the content comes through anyway. There are numerous other
interesting moments on the CD, at
least one of which centers around
a “technical problem.” Much of the
rest of the CD is a kind of musical
mush where it is difficult to hear
any coherent structure, and in
fact, much of it is just silly. In spite
of this, listening to this CD is moderately rewarding if you are interested in this genera of work. On
Staalplaat; write for their catalog
at: P.O. Box 11453, 1001GL
Amsterdam, Netherlands. People
Like Us have also released the
CDs Beware the Whim Reaper and
Guide to Broadcasting.
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Genera:
Exhibition Catalog
Assembling Magazines: International Networking Collaborations from Hungary to Japan.
Subspace, month of September,
1996, Iowa City. Sizeable exhibition catalog documents the subset of correspondence art and
artist’s magazines which consist
of magazines whose individual
pages are each produced and
printed by the artist, and then sent
to a centrally located editor, who
assembles them in sets and redistributes them to the artists. Archivist Perkins brings his considerable expertise in this area to bear
on an excellent overview of this
genera. Stephen Perkins, 1816 E
College St., Iowa City IA 52245;
sperkins@blue.weeg.uiowa.edu .
Cover of People Like Us Hate People Like You, reviewed opposite

Genera: Mail
Order Catalog
Wafer Face presents Catalog.
Wafer Face specializes in musical
recordings of a distinctly plagiarist bent. Dad’s New Slacks, Your
Host Bobby and others are featured artists. P.O. Box 4272 Station A, Portland ME 04101.
Staalplaat Catalog. «Are you interested in hearing … electronic
music? gothic? ambient? sound
poetry? electro-acoustic? Jap
noise? musique concrete? obscure
releases on vinyl? …» Write:
Staalplaat, P.O. Box 11453, 1001
GL Amsterdam, Netherlands; staal
@euronet.nl ; www.staalplaat.com .

Get Your Work Reviewed
ANYONE CAN have their work reviewed in Psrf, but before you
send it to us, you must bear in mind that we have certain biases
toward which we will direct our energies. For example, anything dealing with plagiarism is of immediate interest to us,
and will be given close scrutiny. On the other hand, a CD of
ordinary pop music will probably not be given much attention,.
The genera we have outlined are purposely vague, and a lack of
easy classifiability is something we consider to be a good, rather
than a bad, thing. If your work tests some limit, or is really
strange or provocative, or is particularly beautifully produced,
it is probably going to interest us more than more conventional
things. But the works we have covered in this issue should serve
as an incomplete guide to what we like to review, so glean what
you can from that. Use our general address for sending review
copies, and be aware that they won’t be returned to you.
2231
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LIST OF EXPERIMENTAL POETRY/
ART MAGAZINES BY SPENCER SELBY
List of Experimental Poetry/Art
Magazines P.O. Box 590095 San
Francisco CA 94159 U.S. MAGAZINES ### ABACUS, POTEPOETZINE, Peter Ganick, potepoet@
home.com, 181 Edgemont Ave,
Elmwood CT 06110 ### AERIAL,
Rod Smith, Box 25642, Wash D.C.
20007 ### AMERICAN BOOK REVIEW, Illinois St Univ. Campus Box
4241, Normal IL 61790 ### AMERICAN LETTERS AND COMMENTARY,
Jeanne Beaumont, Anna Rabinowitz,
850 Park Ave Suite 5B, NY NY 10021
### ANGLE, Brian Lucas, 253 Rose
St, San Francisco CA 94102 ###
ANT,ANT,ANT, ANT,ANT, Box 16177,
Oakland CA 94610 ### ANTENYM,
Steve Carll, 106 Fair Oaks #1, San
Francisco CA 94110 ### ARRAS,
Brian Kim Stefans, 398 Manhattan
Ave. Apt 2L, Brooklyn NY 11211 ###
ARSHILE, Mark Salerno, Box 3749,
L.A. CA 90078 ### BIG ALLIS,
Melanie Neilson, 11 Scholes St,
Brooklyn NY 11206 ### BULLHEAD,
Joe Napora, 2205 Moore St,
Ashland KY 41101 ### BURL, David
Baptiste Chirot, 2542 N. Farwell #5,
Milwaukee WI 53211 ### CHAIN,
Juliana Spahr, Dept of English, Univ
of Hawaii-Manoa, 1733 Donaghho
Rd, Honolulu HI 96822 ### CLWN
WR, Box 2165, Church St Station,
NY NY 10008 ### COLUMBIA POETRY REVIEW, English Dept of Columbia College, 600 South Michigan
Ave, Chicago IL 60605 ### CONJUNCTIONS, 33 W. 9th St., NY NY
10011 ### CRAYON, Andrew Levy,
c/o NYU, SCE/ADSD, 50 West 4th
St, 225 Shimkin Hall, New York NY
10012 ### CROSS-CULTURAL POETICS, Mark Nowak, College of St
Catherine, 601 25 Ave S., Minneapolis MN 55454 ### DENVER QUARTERLY, Dept of English, U. of Denver, Denver CO 80208 ### DIRIGIBLE, David Todd, 101 Cottage St,
New Haven CT 06511 ### DISPLACE, KIOSK, English Dept., SUNY
at Buffalo, Buffalo NY 14260 ###
DISTURBED GUILLOTINE, Fredrik
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Hausmann, Box 14871, University
Station, Minneapolis MN 55414 ###
DRIVER’S SIDE AIRBAG, Box
25760, Los Angeles CA 90025 ###
DROP FORGE, 315 1/2 Perkins
Place, Bozeman MT 59715 ###
ELECTRONIC POETRY CENTER (including RIF/T Magazine), Loss Glazier, http://wings.buffalo.edu/epc
### ETCETERA, Mindi Englart, Box
8543, New Haven CT, 06531 ### EXILE, Gary Sullivan, 26 Vandam St,
New York NY 10013 ###
EXPERIODICIST, Jake Berry, Box
3112, Florence AL 35630,
NinthLab@aol.com ### FAR GONE,
Box 43745, Lafayette LA 70504 ###
FAUCHEUSE, vent@sirius.com ###
FELL SWOOP, 3003 Ponce De Leon
St, New Orleans LA 70119 ###
FIRST INTENSITY, Lee Chapman,
Box 665, Lawrence KS 66044 ###
FIVE FINGERS REVIEW, Jaime Robles, Box 15426, San Francisco CA
94115 ### FOUND STREET, Larry
Tomoyasu, 2260 S. Ferdinand Ave.,
Monterey Park CA 91754 ### GAS,
Kevin Opstedal, 386 Madeline Court,
Palo Alto CA 94306 ### GENERATOR, John Byrum, 3203 W. 14th St,
Apt 13, Cleveland OH 44109 ###
THE GERM, Macgregor Card & Andrew Maxwell, Box 8501, Santa Cruz
CA 95061 ### GESTALTEN, Paul
Silvia, 1207 W. 19th St, Lawrence
KS 66046 ### GLOBAL MAIL, Grove
City Factory Stores, Box 1309,
Grove City PA 16127 ###
HAMBONE, Nathaniel Mackey, 134
Hunolt St. Santa Cruz CA 95060 ###
HAPPY GENIUS, Peter Landers, 34
Rose Circle, Hamlin NY 14464 ###
HEAVEN BONE, Steven Hirsch, Box
486, Chester NY 10918 ### HOUSE
ORGAN, Kenneth Warren, 1250
Belle Avenue, Lakewood OH 44107
### HOUSE ORGAN MAGAZINE, N.
Conquest, 507 D Ave, Coronado CA
92118 ### IDIOM, http://
www.dnai.com/~idiom ### INDEFINITE SPACE, Marcia Arrieta, Box
40101, Pasadena CA 91114 ### THE
INTERNATIONAL JOURNAL OF VI-

SUAL POETRY, Charles Maden, 620
Baker St #3, San Francisco CA
94117 ### INTUIT, Don Hilla, 300
Vicksburg #5, San Francisco CA
94114 ### JUXTA, Jim Leftwich,
1512 Mountainside Ct, Charlottesville VA 22903, JUXTA43781@
aol.com ### KEY SATCH(EL), Gian
Lombardo, Box 363, Haydenville MA
01039 ### KOJA, 7314 21st Ave Apt
6E, Brooklyn NY 11204 ### LETTER, Dan Featherston, 3626 E.
Blacklidge, Tuscon AZ 85716 ###
LIGHTNING & ASH, 3010 Hennepin
Ave S. #289, Mpls MN 55454 ###
LILLIPUT REVIEW, Don Wentworth,
282 Main St, Pittsburgh PA 15201
### LINGO, Box 184, West
Stockbridge MA 01266 ### THE
LITTLE MAGAZINE, English Dept,
SUNY at Albany, Albany NY 12222
### LOGODAEDALUS, Paul
Weidenhoff & W.B. Keckler, Box
14193, Harrisburg PA 17104 ###
LOST AND FOUND TIMES, John M.
Bennett, 137 Leland Ave, Columbus
OH 43214 ### LOWER LIMIT
SPEECH, A.L. Nielsen, 3055 30th St
Apt #2, Boulder CO 80301 ###
LVNG, Michael & Peter O’Leary, Box
3865, Chcago IL 60654 ### LYNX,
J. & W. Reichold, Box 1250 Gualala
CA 95445 ### LYRIC&, Avery Burns,
Box 640531, San Francisco CA
94164 ### MASS AVE., Daniel
Bouchard, Box 230, Boston MA
02117 ### MEAT EPOCH, Gregory
Vincent St Thomasino, 72 Orange St
Apt 5B, Brooklyn Hts NY 11201 ###
MEMBRANE, Nigel Hinshelwood,
4213 12th St NE, Washington D.C.
20017 ### MESECHABE, Dennis
Formento, 1539 Crete St, New Orleans LA 70119 ### MIKE & DALE’S
YOUNGER POETS, Michael Price,
766 Valencia St, San Francisco CA
94110 ### MISC. PROJ., Mark
Prejsnar, 641 N. Highland Ave. NE
#11, Atlanta GA 30306 ### NEDGE,
Henry Gould, Janet Sullivan, Box
2321, Providence RI 02906 ###
NEW AMERICAN WRITING, Maxine
Chernoff & Paul Hoover, 369 Milino,

Mill Valley CA 94941 ### NEXUS,
Mark Owens, W016A Student Union,
Wright St Univ, Dayton OH 45435
### NO ROSES REVIEW, Carolyn
Coo, 1322 N. Wicker Park, Chicago
IL 60622 ### OPEN 24 HOURS,
Buck Downs, Box 50376, Washington D.C. 20091 ### ORPHEUS
GRID, John Noto, Box 420803, San
Francisco CA 94142 ### O!!ZONE,
Harry Burrus, 1266 Fountain View
Dr. Houston TX 77057 ### PAPER
RADIO, Box 425, Bremerton WA
98337 ### PARADOX, 36 E. Lorain
St, Oberlin OH ### PAVEMENT SAW,
David Baratier, 7 James St, Scotia
NY 12302 ### PHOEBE, George Mason U., 4400 University Drive,
Fairfax VA 22030 ### PHOTOSTATIC
RETROFUTURIST, Lloyd Dunn, Box
8832, Iowa City, IA 52240 ### POETIC BRIEFS, Jefferson Hansen,
4055 Yosemite Ave South, St Louis
Park MN 55416 ### POETRY NEW
YORK, Box 3184, Church St Station,
New York NY 10008 ### POETRY
PROJECT NEWSLETTER, THE
WORLD, St Mark’s Church, 131 East
10th St, New York NY 10003 ###
PO’FLYE, Michael Crye, Box 1026,
Ashland KY 41105 ### PRIMARY
WRITING, 2009 Belmont Rd. N.W.,
Apt 203, Wash D.C. 20009 ### PRIVATE ARTS, Box 10936, Chicago IL,
60610 ### PROLIFERATION, Mary
Burger, 1253 Hampshire St, San
Francisco CA 94110 ###
PROSODIA, New College of California, 766 Valencia San Francisco CA
94110 ### REMAP, Todd Baron,
2860 Exposition Blvd #A, Santa
Monica CA 90404 ### RHIZOME,
Standard Schaefer, 366 S. Mentor
#108, Pasadena CA 91106 ###
RIBOT, Paul Vangelisti, Box 65798,
Los Angeles CA 90065 ### SCORE,
Crag Hill, 1015 NW Clifford St, Pullman WA 99163 ### SEMIAUTOMATIC, Patrick Mullins, Rt 1, Box
133, La Farge WI 54639 ###
SEMIQUASI EDITIONS, A. di
Michele, Box 55892, Fondren Station, Jackson MS 39296 ### SHAT-
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TERED WIG REVIEW, Rupert
Wondolowski, 2407 N. Maryland #1,
Baltimore MD 21218 ### SITUATION, Mark Wallace, 10402 Ewell
Ave, Kensington MD 20895 ### 6IX,
H. Thomas, 914 Leisz’s Bridge Rd,
Reading PA 19605 ### THE SPITTING IMAGE, Julia Solis, Box 20400
Tompkins Square Station, New York
NY 10009 ### SPLIT SHIFT, Roger
Taus, 2461 Santa Monica Blvd #C122, Santa Monica CA 90404 ###
SPOUT, John Colburn, 28 West
Robie St, St Paul MN 55107 ###
SUGAR MULE, M.L. Weber,
sugarmule@hotmail.com ### SULFUR, Clayton Eshleman, English
Dept, Eastern Michigan U., Ypsilanti
MI 48197 ### SUPERFLUX, Leslie
Davis, 629 Fillmore St, San Francisco CA 94117 ### SYN/AES/THE/
TIC, Alex Cigale, Box 91, Canal St
Station, New York NY 10013 ###
SYNTACTICS, John Lowther, Box
1381, Decatur GA 30031 ### TALISMAN, Ed Foster, Box 3157, Jersey
City, NJ 07303 ### TAPROOT REVIEWS, Luigi Bob Drake, Box 585,
Lakewood OH 44107 ###
TENSETENDONED, M. B. Corbett,
Box 155, Preston Park PA 18455
### TEXTURE, Susan Smith Nash,
3760 Cedar Ridge Drive, Norman OK
73072 ### :THAT:, 1070 Easton Valley Rd, Easton NH 03580 ### THIS
IS IMPORTANT, Box 336 Sprague
River OR 97639 ### TIGHT, Ann
Erickson, Box 1591, Guerneville CA
95446 ### TINFISH, Susan Schultz,
1422A Dominis St, Honolulu HI
96822 ### TORQUE, Liz Fodaski, 21
East 2nd St #14, N.Y. NY 10003 ###
TRANSMOG, Ficus Strangulensis,
Route 6 Box 138, Charleston WV
25311 ### UBU WEB VISUAL &
CONCRETE POETRY, Kenneth Goldsmith, http:///www.ubuweb.com/vp
### VOLT, Gillian Conoley, Box 657,
Corte Madera CA 94967 ### THE
WASHINGTON REVIEW, Joe Ross,
Box 50132, Washington D.C. 20091
### WAY, Tom Beckett, 131 N. Pearl
St, Kent OH 44240 ### WITZ, Chris-
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topher Reiner, Box 40012, Studio
City CA 91614 ### WOODEN HEAD
REVIEW, Mark Hartenbach, 240 Thompson Ave, East Liverpool OH
43920 ### YEFIEF, Ann RacuyaRobbins, Box 8505, Santa Fe NM
87504 ### ZYX, Arnold Skemer, 5809 205th St, Bayside NY 11364 ###
CANADIAN MAGAZINES ### THE
ALTERRAN POETRY ASSEMBLAGE,
David Dowker, http://home.ican.net/
~alterra/ ### BOO, 1895 Commercial Dr, Box 116, Vancouver, B.C.
V5N 4A6 ### BRITISH COLUMBIA
MONTHLY, Gerry Gilbert, Box
48884, Station Bent., Vancouver, B.
C. V7X 1A8 ### CABARET VERT,
Beth Learn, Box 157 Station P,
Toronto Ontario M5S 2S7 ###
CAPILANO REVIEW, 2055 Purcell
Way, North Vancouver, B.C. V7J 3H5
### COLLECTIF REPARATION DE
POESIE, Jean-Claude Gagnon, 359
rue Lavigueur # 1, Quebec, Quebec
G1R 1B3 ### CRASH, Maggie
Helwig, Box 562, Station P, Toronto
Ontario M5S 2T1 ### DADABABY,
Jaime Reid, 382 East 4th St, North
Vancouver, B.C. V7L 1J2 ### FILLING STATION, Box 22135 Bankers
Hall, Calgary AB T2P 4J5 ### HOLE,
Louis Cabri & Rob Manery, L032556 East Hastings St, Vancouver
B.C. V5K 1Z3 ### INDEX MAGAZINE, 4068 St Laurent, Box 42082,
Montreal, Quebec H2W 2T3 ###
OPEN LETTER, 499 Dufferin Ave,
London, Ontario N6B 2A1 ###
OVERSION, John Barlow, 1069
Bathurst St (3rd Floor) Toronto
Ontario M5R 3G8 ### PUSH MACHINERY, Daniel Bradley, 30
Gloucester St #1005, Toronto,
Ontario M4Y 1L6 ### RADDLE
MOON, GIANTESS, Susan Clark,
2239 Stephens St, Vancouver B.C.
V6K 3W5 ### RAMPIKE, Karl
Jirgens, 81 Thorneloe Crescent,
Sault Ste. Marie, Ontario P6A 4J4
### RAW NERVZ HAIKU, 67 Court
St, Aylmer, Quebec J9H 4M1 ###
STAINED PAPER ARCHIVE, 1792
Byng Road, Windsor, Ontario N8W

3C8 ### TORQUE, Darren
Werschler-Henry, Box 657 Station P,
Toronto, Ontario M5S 2Y4 ###
WEST COAST LINE, English Dept,
Simon Fraser Univ, Burnaby B.C.
V5A 1S6 ### MONDO HUNKAMOOGA, Stuart Ross, Box 141, Station F, Toronto, Ontario M4Y 2L4
### U.K. MAGAZINES ### AND, Bob
Cobbing, 89A Petherton Rd, London
N5 2QT ### ANGEL EXHAUST, Andrew Duncan, 27 Sturton St, Cambridge CB1 2QG ### EONTA, 27
Alexandra Rd, Wimbledon, London
SW19 7IJ ### FIRST OFFENSE, Tim
Fletcher, Syringa, The Street,
Stodmarsh, Canterbury, Kent CT3
4BA ### FRAGMENTE, Anthony
Mellors, 3 Town Green Rd, Orwell,
Cambridge ### INTIMACY, Adam
McKeown, Apt C, Romney House, 1
Charles St, Maidstone, Kent ME16
8EU ### OASIS, Ian Robinson, 12
Stevenage Rd., London SW6 6ES
### PAGES, Robert Sheppard, Edge
Hill University College, Ormskirk,
Lancashire L39 4QP ### RADICAL
POETICS, Mike Hrebeniak, 23
Broadcroft Ave, Stanmore, Middlesex, HA7 1NT ### RAMRAID EXTRAORDINAIRE, Chris Brooke, 57
Canton Court, Canton, Cardiff ###
RWC, Lawrence Upton, 32 Downside Road, Surrey SM2 5HP ###

SHEARSMAN, Tony Frazer, c/o Hong
Kong & Shanghai Bank, Macau Mgt
Office, Box 476, Macau ### SPANNER, Allen Fisher, 14 Hopton Rd,
Hereford HR1 1BE ### STRIDE,
Rupert Loydell, 11 Sylvan Rd,
Exeter, Devon EX4 6EX ### TERRIBLE WORK, Tim Allen, 21 Overton
Gardens, Mannamead, Plymouth
PL3 5BX ### USSR 1049 ORANGE,
Watson Press “Cestria”, 21 Gladstone St, Hartepool, Cleveland TS24
0PE ### VERTICAL IMAGES, 62
Langdon Park Rd, London N6 5QG
### WORDS WORTH, Alaric
Sumner, BM Box 4515, London
WC1N 3XX ### CONTINENTAL EUROPE, AND ELSEWHERE ### ACTION POETIQUE, Henri Deluy, 3 rue
Pierre-Guignois, 94200 Ivry-surSeine, France ### AMAE, Apdo 47,
28921 Alcoron (Madrid) Spain ###
ART POSTALE, Vittore Baroni, Via C
Battista 339, 55049 Viareggio, Italy
### AXLE, Tony Figallo, Box 4180
Richmond East, Victoria, Australia
### BACK TO FRONT, John Geraets,
Liberal Arts, Aichi-Gakuin Univ, 12
Iwasaki, Araike, Nisshin-shi, Aichiken, 470-01, Japan ### BANANA
SPLIT, Peter Bangsvej 74, 2000
Frederiksberg, Denmark ### A
BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE
WHOLE WORLD, Alan Loney, Box
2233
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55-124, Mission Bay, Auckland,
1005, New Zealand ### BRIO CELL,
LINGUA BLANCA, GLOSSOLALIA, J.
Lehmus, Stenbocksv. 24, 02860
Esbo, Finland, Jlehmus@cute.fi ###
CARPETAS EL PARAISO, Jose Luis
Campal, Apt N. 6, 33980 Pola de
Lavinia, Asturias, Spain ###
CELACANTO, Marcelo Casarin,
Quisquisacate 125, 5008 Cordoba,
Argentina ### COMUNICARTE,
Hugo Pontes, Caixa Postal 922,
37701-970 Pocos de Caldas, Brazil
### D’UN MOM ENCA, EL TRAPAS
& IMAT, Apdo 9142, 08080
Barcelona, Spain ### DAS
FROLICHE WOHNZIMMER, Fritz
Widhalm, Fuhrmanngasse 1A/7,
1080 Wien Austria ### DIMENSAO,
Guido Brilharinho, Caixa Postal 140,
Uberaba 38001, Brazil ###
DOC(K)S, Phillipe Castellin, 20 Rue
Bonaparte, Ajaccio, France 2000 ###
FULL, Ramon Salvo, Apdo 20033,
08080 Barcelona Spain ###
GARATUJA, C. Postal 41, Bento
Goncalves/RS 95700 Brazil, GOING
DOWN SWINGING, Box 24, Clifton
Hill, Victoria 3068, Australia ###
GRAFFITI, Horacio Versi, Colonia
815, of. 105, Montevideo, Uruguay
### IF, Jean-Jacques Viton, 12 Place
Castellane, 13006 Marseille, France
### INIA KELMA, Nueva, 4, 41770
Montellano Spain ### INTERARTE,
Douglas Zunino, Odebrecht 97,
89021 Blumenau, SC, Brazil ### LA
ISLA DE BARATARIA, Mario
Sampaolesi, Avda. Rivadavia 4977
- 9 “C” , (1424) Buenos Aires, Ar-
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gentina ### JOURNALECO, Caixa
Postal 8622, Ag Itaigara, 41857-970
Salvador, Bahia, Brazil ### KARREE,
http://huizen.dds.nl/~karree ###
KARTA, Bartek Nowak, Spoldzielcza
3/39, 42-300 Myszkow, Poland ###
KERAUNIA, Sergio Fumich, via P.
Togliatti, 3-20070 Brembio-Mi, Italy
### JALOUSE PRATIQUE, 80 rue
Henon, 69004 Lyon, France ###
LEOPOLD BLOOM, Vaci M. u. 4. I.
8., H-9700 Szombathely, Hungary
### MAGYAR MUHELY, Minerva u
3/a, H-1118 Budapest, Hungary ###
MANDORLA, Roberto Tejada,
Apartado postal 5-366, Mexico D.F.,
Mexico 06500, ### MANI ART, THE
SECRET LIFE OF MARCEL
DUCHAMP, Pascal Lenoir, 11 Ruelle
De Champagne, 60680 Grandfresnoy, France ### MINIATURE
OBSCURE, Gerhild Ebel, Cornelia
Ahnert, Landrain 143, 06118 Halle/
Saale, Germany ### MITO, via G.
Bruno 37, 80035 Nola, Italy ###
NIOQUES, Jean-Marie Gleize, 4 rue
de Cromer, 26400 Crest, France ###
NUMERO, Wilfred Nold, Eppsteinstr.
22, D-60323 Frankfurt, Germany
### O APIPUCOS, R. Cahetes, 401
- Apipucos, Recife/PE, CEP 52 071
-390, Brazil ### OFFERTA
SPECIALE, Carla Bertola, Corso De
Nicola 20, 10128 Torino, Italy ###
OLHO LATINO, Paulo Cheida Sans,
Rua Padre Bernardo da Silva 856,
13030 Campinas, SP, Brazil ###
OTIS RUSH, Box 21, North Adelaide,
5006 South Australia ### PINTALO
DE VERDE, Antonio Gomez, APDO

186, 06800 Merida, Badajoz, Spain
### PIPS DADA CORPORATION,
Claudia Putz, Prinz-Albert Str. 31,
53115 Bonn, Germany ### PLURAL,
Paseo de la Reforma 18.1 piso,
Deleg. Cuauhtemoc, DF 06600,
Mexico ### P.O.BOX (Merz Mail),
Pere Sousa, apdo 9326, 08080
Barcelona Spain ### POESIE, Michel
Deguy, 8 rue Ferou, 75278 Paris
Cedex 06, France ### POESIE EUROPE, Postfach 180429, D-60085,
Frankfurt/Main, Germany ###
POSTYPOGRAPHIKA, http://www.
postypographika.com ### PRAKALPANA LITERATURE, Kobisena, P-40
Nandana Park, Calcutta 700034,
West Bengal, India ### PRINTED
MATTER, Edgar Henry, 2-15-6
Zenpukuji, Suginami-ku, Tokyo 167
Japan ### REVUE PRETEXTE, 11
rue Villedo, 75001 Paris, France ###
RRAT, Tim Gaze, Box 1011, Kent
Town SA 5071 Australia ### SCARP,
Ron Pretty, Univ of Wollongong, Box
1144, Wollongong, NSW 2500, Australia ### SHISHI, Shoji Yoshizawa,
166 Suginami-ku koenjikita, 3-31-5
Tokyo, Japan ### SIGN’ZINE,
Industrias Mikuerpo, Apdo 36.455,
28080 Madrid, Spain ### 69 ANALGESIC, Cesar Figueiredo, Apdo
4134, 4002 Porto Codex, Portugal
### SIVULLINEN, Jouni Vaarakangas, Kaarelantie 86 B 28, 00420
Helsinki, Finland ### SPINNE, Dirk
Frohlich, Priessnitzstrasse 19,
01099 Dresden, Germany ###
SPORT, Box 11-806, Wellington,
New Zealand ### TERAZ MOWIE,

Hartmut Andryczuk, Elsastr. 4,
12159 Berlin, Germany ###
TEXTURAS, Angela Serna, Apdo de
correos 2201, 01080 Vitoria, Spain
###
TOENDRA,
http://
www.xs4all.nl/~roberi/ ### TRANSFUSION, Alessandro Ceccotto, C.P.
116, 45011 Adria (RO) Italy ### VISUAL POETRY S.O.S., Alfredo
Slang, via Ferro De Cavallo, 10,
31100 Treviso, Italy ### VOLL-ZINE,
Rainer Golchert, Soderstrabe 29,
64283 Darmstadt, Germany ### YE,
FALTBLATT,
Theo
Breuer,
Neustrasse 2, 53925 Sistig/Eifel,
Germany ### XUL, Jorge Perednik,
Plaza 1629, (1430) Buenos Aires,
Argentina ### ZAZIE, Box 521 Market St, Melbourne, Victoria, 8007
Australia ### ZOOM-ZOUM, Josee
Lapeyrere, 4 rue des Carmes, 75005
Paris, France ### ZWISCHEN DEN
ZEILEN, Urs Engeler, Hoernlistrasse
27, CH 8400 Winterthur, Switzerland
### The preceding list is based on
the research and judgments of
Spencer Selby. The term “experimental” is not meant as a characterization of anyone’s specific editorial focus or perspective. Please
circulate, and mail possible additions, deletions, address changes or
other comments to Spencer Selby,
P.O. Box 590095, San Francisco CA
94159, U.S.A. email: selby@slip.
net fax: 415-752-5139 This is list
#50, dated 9/97 ###Spencer Selby
is the creator of Malleable Cast, a
book of visual poetry published by
Generator Press, Mentor OH, 1995.
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N E W C U LT U R E S P R O U T S F R O M
THE REMAINS OF THE OLD!

anouncing the launch of a new web site dedicated to recombinant art
and recycled culture § http://www.detritus.net § a central clearing
house of information for those interested in anti-copyright, appropriation, collage, and sample-based art of all kinds § download supressed
copyright-infringing works like John Oswald’s Plunderphonic § visit the
pages of the Detritovores — the cultural workers hosted by detritus.net
(such as Lloyd Dunn, Bob Ostertag, Steev Hise, and more) § take part
in discussions and get the latest news § find out more — browse today to

W W W. D E T R I T U S . N E T
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http://psrf.detritus.net/

psrf@detritus.net

